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Another case of 

& 

7000 native animals are 

killed every day on NSW roads. 

A pretty horrific statistic. 

Not as horrific as the survivors though. 

Often left alongside of the road, maimed, 

bleeding and unable to move. Few people 

give any regard to these stranded animals. 

At WIRES animals come first. And in many 

cases this means intensive care and nursing 

by unpaid volunteers. A costly business. 

That's why we need your help, to cope 

with the 100,000 calls we get annually. 

If you hit a native animal, stop, check 

if it is alive and remove it from the road. 

Check its pouch for young. Then call WIRES 

who will collect the injured or orphaned 

animal and arrange for the proper treatment. 

NSW Wildlife Information and Rescue Service Inc.
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New research suggests 
that the Marsupial Lion
(Thylacoleo cam!fex) 
was a highly efficient
carnivore and 
Australia's answer to
the sabre-toothed 
tigers. Illustration by
Anne Musser.
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hen did humans first arrive in Australia? A seemingly simple question, but in trying to find the answer, scientists must employ dating techniques. Unfortunately, no matter which dating technique they choose, and there are many, the answers are often fraught with uncertainty. In his article, "A matter of time",Jim Allen discusses the controversy surrounding the various dates obtained so far and the implications they have for the understanding of early human historyworldwide. 
Assuming humans arrived in Australia somewhere between 40,000 and 60,000years ago, there is a good chance they shared their home with some real monsters.Among them were D1protodon., a large wombat-like creature the size of a rhinoceros; Megalania, a giant goanna that weighed in at around 620 kilograms;'Big Bird' that stood over two metres tail and may have preferred the taste of flesh;

and to cap them alJ off, Australia's own marsupial 'lion' Thylacoleo camifex. 
Unfortunately, the reputation of this marsupial 'lion' as a fearsome beast has
suffered at the hands of a number of
scientists who have continualJy downsized
it, one recent estimate being as little as 20
kilograms. It was then that Steve Wroe
decided enough was enough and set
about changing the current thinking on
Thylacoleo before it disappeared from the 

record books all together ! In "Move over
sabre-tooth tiger", Steve argues that T
carnifex was Australia's largest carnivore, 
weighing around 130 kilograms, and 
definitely comparable to the infamous

Steve Wroe measures a Thylacoleo skull. 

sabre-tooth tigers. 
One Australian whose impressive size isn't disputed is the Wedge�tailed Eagle .

. . f t 2 5 metres and weiahing over four kilograms, theWith a wmgspan o up O · 0 

· d . . I I d one of the laraest in the world. These bir s canWedge-tail is our argest eag e an :::, 
h h be found all over Australia and are instantly recognisable as they soar throu

� t e
. d I d tail and finger-like wmg feathers. They ate alsosk b their we ge-s iape ' 

. f: ·1
y y 

. . dkills But wherever you ee them, you w1U not a1 commonly seen feedmg on roa . 
. . d b these magnificent birds. to be impresse y 

. 1 other how do one-centimetre-long,A d from one size extreme to tie , n 
fi d and reach a coral reef when they have spentt fish larvae manage to m ' 

. I 
transparen , 1 ' 

c._ . two kilometres away? Even wit 1 . . . • 1 open ocean, o,ten one or their entire lives lll t ,e 
ffi . J ff Leis and crew had to resort to. 1 t chnology has to o e,, e every thmg t iat e 

. . . l . es throuah the bia blue to learn how. I . their L1 ll1put1an c ia1g :::, :::, 
. . physically fol owmg 

. f I m ic proportions are involved m gettmgd this Some amazing feats o o y p they o . 
. the scientists) to where they want to go. these fish (not to mention 

. I k t the myster ious world of Port Jacksonwe also take a oo a . In this issue, 
k· . 1 gue proportions, learn of the econom.1c. . Brown Tree na es m p a Sharks, discove1 
d de. at the ease at which our shores havevalue of a healthy ecosystem, an won t ' 

been invaded.
-JENNIFER SAUNDEP
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letters 

Native Pets 

How refreshing to read

Michael Archer's article

( at11re Aust. Autumn 2000)
on keeping native animals as 
pets, a sane and humane 
approach. The thing that 
keeps striking me about the 
laws that prevent us keeping 
native animals is that they are 
quite irrational. If we did our 
utmost to prevent habitat 
destruction, it would be a dif
ferent matter; but we permit 
and encourage the destruction 
of forests and the clearing of 
land for agriculture and graz
ing, entirely for our own ben
efit, thereby actually killing 
unknown numbers of crea
tures. Do many of us, when 
watching logging or land 
clearing on television, wonder 
how many animals were 
destroyed in those few sec
onds? 

Of course a few kept a111-
mals would be treated badly, as

that is the nature of some 
humans, unfortunately. But 

the loss of life would be noth
ing compared with the results 
of our own legalised activities. 

-ESME WOOD
GALSTON, NSW

Well written, Michael Archer, 
regarding native companion 
animals. There seem no rea
sons (except ideological) why 
suitably reared Australian ani
mals wouldn't be ideal pets. 
Anyone who dotes on Pit 
Bulls will love Tasmanian 
Devils. Quolls could render 
Ferrets obsolete. 

May I push the idea further? 
How do you stop fauna smug
glers? Cut the market out 
from under the beggars! This 
approach was taken with the 
Wollomi Pine and Foxtail 
Palm. Natural populations are 
safe from criminals when 
commercially bred or propa-

If freak waves, like freak st orms, are common, they are not freak!

4 

gated specimens are humanely, 
cheaply and legitimately 
obtainable. 

Now I'll get radical and 
depart from Mike's opinion of 
Cats. My Persian has done 
much to assist many native 
bird species. Blasphemy? In 
ten years she has killed hun
dreds of birds. Her tally? One 
kingfisher, one Striped Hon
eyeater, numerous introduced 
starlings and turtle-doves, but 
mainly (90 per cent) Noisy 
Miners. And how do I know 
what she catches? She eats 
everything at the back door, 
invariably calling us to admire 
her prizes. 

My suburb has a diverse and 
plentiful avifauna. There are a 
variety of habitats and a creek 
in the local park for water. 
Perhaps the diversity of bird 
life here is partly due to Cats. 
Tim Low wrote in Nature
Australia (Spring 1994) about 
how Noisy Miners mob and 

I 
peck other birds, driving them [ C out_ of their terr itory. By cullmg Noisy Mmers is my \ j Cat

. not assisting gentler species? These could other- l
wise be excluded by 0 ver-ab�ndan

_
ce of aggressive Noisy I

Mmers 111 colonies with abut- (
ting territorial boundaries.

As the motto of one Scottish
clan goes, touch not the cat 
but a glove. 

-JOHN MACPHERSON
GEEBVNG, QLD 

Freak Storms not so Freak
It was pleasing to see the exis
tence of tornadoes in Australia 
getting exposure in Geoff 
McNamara's interesting article 
(Nature Aust. W inter 1998). 
The news media regularly 
tr ivialise tornadoes and severe 
storms with terms like 'mini
tornado' or 'freak storm'. In 
the United States, there are no 
'mini-tornadoes', only FO tor
nadoes, as the news media are 
well briefed. 

T 
I 

Perhaps the most galling ,. 

term from the above is 'freak I 

storm'. A dictionary definition 

states 'freak' as meaning some

thing very unusual or irregu

lar. However, 'severe thunder-
] ) 

storms' occur regular Y, pro-
I 

ducina significant localised
t> 

fl h '
damage through hail, as 

flooding, lightning, down
�

bursts (powerful short-live 

winds) and tornadoes. ]early

'freak storms' are common! 
r W ith regard to the article,
( 

there is one other major rea-

I son for the importance of

· ofwindshear in the formation 1 
I I wind-

a tornado. Upper- eve .. 
I · ·no air 1J1 shear separates t 1e nsi " 

tor
a thunderstorm, where a 

I down-
nado occurs, from t ,e 

. h eventing
drought (ralll), t us pr 

C ?000 
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rhe downdraught fro,_,, chok

. "the airflow to an 1nc1p1ent
I� . d rornado. This organise con-

vection is well presented 111 

rhe article's i!Justration. 

-ROBERT H. MCNAUGHT

COONABAl�ABRAN, NSW

crows, not Ravens

John Scanlon's con�icaJ com

nients on crows 111 Letters

(I at11re Aust. Spring 1999)

deserve critical comments in

return, especially as they were

judged prize-worthy. 

While his discussion of the 

origins and evolution of Aus

tralian corvids is in line with 

current theory on the subject 
, (which is at best at 'likely sce

nario' level  and certainly not 

hard scientific fact), his 

knowledge of the birds them

selves is perhaps wanting. 
ot only could he not have 

seen a "group of ravens" at 
lunchtime on the University 
of Queensland campus (ravens 
don't occur within 100 kilo
metres of Brisbane-the birds 
he saw were undoubtedly Tor
resian Crows), his knowledge 
of their calls is obviously not 
go od either, otherwise he 
would have had no difficulty 
in making a correct identifica
tio n. To assert that all five 
corvids in Australia sound 
nothing like any of the other 
15 species overseas is quite 
ridiculous. 

-Gl�ME HAPMAN
jEIWIS BAY, NSW

Anthropomorphism Still
Not OK 
After replies to my Letter 
(Nature Aust. Winter l 999) 
referring to Penny Olsen's
article on Peregrine Falcons I 
fi 

, 
eel that I have not only been 

taken out of context but
wrongly accused as believing
all human behaviour is learned
and all animal behaviour is
instinctive. 

Olsen (Nature Aust. Sum
Iller 1999-2000) replied: "I
believ · · 1 e It 1s 1uman arrogance

that asserts, as Portelli does
�hat_ animal behaviour '� 1nst1nctive, not learned". 1
never made that assertion.
Rather, I believe it is human
arrogance that asserts animal
behaviour is like that of
humans and can be interpret
ed as such. 

My opinion on instinctive 
behaviours in Peregrine Fal
cons concerned very specific 
aspects of courtship behaviour 
l clearly outlined. It's illogical 
to extend this to say I believe 
all animal behaviour is instinctive. 

Anthropomorphism may 
lead to a better grasp of what 
the writer is trying to say, with 
more "impact and readability" 
as Angus Martin (Nature Aust.
Autumn 2000) puts it, but this 
is not necessarily equivalent to 
a better understanding of the 
animal's behaviour. 

My original point seems to 
have been lost. I believe 
anthropomorphism in de
scribing animal behaviour is 
scientifically unsound and 
unnecessary. My intention was 
not to criticise Penny Olsen 
but rather draw attention to 
anthropomorphism. 

-DEAN P0R.TELLI
WESTMEAD, NSW

Not so Remarkable 

Whiskers 

I refer to the Nature Strips 
item "Seals 'See' with their 

Whiskers" ( ature Aust.

Spring 1999). In it P.R ... notes 

that Harbour Seals can detect 

vibration of prey animals 

through their whiskers and 

that "Remarkably, this is the 

first time that this type of sen

sory system has been con

firmed in a marine manunal." 

It is even more remarkable 

that no biologist has previous

ly noted what thousands of 

interested spectators have 

observed 111 circuses and

aquaria over decades, perhaps 

centuries. T here would be

very few readers who are not

aware that seals can catch alld

balance balls on their noses.

NATURE AUSTRAi IA Sl'R.ING 2000

Surely some eager young nat
uralist has already pondered
upo_n this problem, investigat
ed It and published the find-
111gs. 

l attended a performance at 
Sydney's Taronga Park a 
decade ago at which the 
young lady m charge 
explained that when seals/sea 
lions catch balls on their noses 
they angle their whiskers so a� 
to form a flower-like arrange
ment, with each whisker con
tacting the undersurface of the 
ball. You can reproduce the 
arrangement exactly if you 
extend your fingers and 
thumb outwards and upwards 
and place a ball on them. The 
young lady explained that 
whisker-ba!J contact provides 
the sensory feedback that 
enables the animal to keep the 
baU balanced. 

Decades ago I read some
where that Cats can tell 
whether a gap in a fence is too 
narrow for them to negotiate 
if their whiskers touch the 
sides. It may well be the first 
time "this type of sensory sys
tem has been confirmed in a 
marine animal", but remark
able it is not. To this reader, 
and I would think many oth
ers, it is patently obvious that 
whiskers in general are sensi
tive and those of seals and sea 
lions especial1y so. 

-BARIUE GILLINGS
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY 

Clearly you agree 111it/, PR. that

it is remarkable that this type of

sensory system has only now been

experime11tally co1,finned i11 a

111arine 111an1111al ! 
-G.H.
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Spitting Spiders 

S
piders from the genus Scy

todes are the picture of p1-

der sociality. Members of the 
group show highly evolved 
maternal care that involves egg 
guarding and feeding the 
young hatchlings. Some also 
exhibit a benevolent nature 
and live in communes. And 
yet, when it comes to meal 
times, these civilised creatures 
lose all decorum, having 
adopted the vulgar habit of 
spitting. 

Scytodes spiders have discov
ered the most effective way to 
immobilise their prey is to spit 
a goey net of gum over them. 
The secretion is propelled 
from the fangs and may be 
aimed from as far as 60 mil
limetres away (about ten times 

the spider's body length). Prey 
that struggle against the sticky 
gob are spat at repeatedly. As 
the spittle sets, the spider 
comes forward and stabs the 
prey with its fangs, wraps it up 
in silk, and either eats it on the 
spot or takes it back to the spi
derlings in the nest. 

Daigin Li (currently at the 
National University of Singa
pore) and colleagues have been 
studying the behaviour of 
'spitting spiders', including an 
undescr ibed species from the 
Philippines. They point out 
that the unorthodox method 
of prey-capture is necessary 
because of the spider's choice 
of prey: other spiders, particu
larly jumping spiders. A taste 
for dangerous prey, especially 
ones with very good eyesight, 

Scytodes spiders spit for their supper, which in this case is a · · -d 
. . 1umpmg sp1 er ( Tluama sp.) from the Philippines.

means they have to develop
ways of nabbing them from 
d. 

a 
1stance, to avoid being detect-

ed and even eaten by their
prey. Remaining at spittin 
d. 

. g 1stance 1s especially important
for the females, which carry
their egg sacs (and the next
generation) in their jaws.
These mothers-to-be put
down their egg sac while they 
capture and eat their prey, but
return it to their loving jaws as
soon as they've finished. 

As far as the researchers 
know, Scytodes is the only 
genus of spiders known to spit 
for their supper. 

-K.H.

On the Wings of a Song 

S
ounds do not preserve well 
in the fossil record, but the 

NATURE AU TRALIA PRING 2oOO 
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discovery of six flutes (one 
nearly 9,000 years old) from 
the archaeological site ofjiahu, 
China, gives us insights into 
early Neolithic music. The 
flutes are made from the ulnae 
or wing bones of the Red
crowned Crane ( Crus japonen
sis). They have between five 
and eight holes drilled at regu
lar intervals and would have 
been played vertically like a 
recorder. 

Juzhong Zhang (Institute of 
Cultural Relics and Archaeol
ogy of Henan Province,
China), Garman Harbottle
(Brookhaven National Labora
tory, New York) and col
leagues are waxing lyrical
because, unlike previous claims
of a 40,000-82,000-year-old
flute from western Slovenia
(see Nature Aust. Autumn
1999), the Chinese flutes are
1110st1Y complete and there is
no question of their musical
function I d d · n ee , the 
researchers played and record
ed a tune from the best-pre
served flute, one with seven
holes a d c. f '11 uee o cracks (you
can hear this for yourself; see

references). Consequently it 
is the oldest playable musical 
instrument known. 

[n China music is tradition
ally associated with the order 
of the universe, and it 1s 
1111.portant 111 ritual perfor
mances and government 
affairs. The researchers there
fore speculate that the flutes 
echo the integral role that 
music would have played 111 
the ruling of a sound 
Neolithic Chinese society. 

-R.F.

Dinosaurs of a Feather ... 

0 ver a decade ago, the

charismatic and contro

versial palaeontologist Bob 

Bakker published some 

reconstructions of dro-

maeosaurs, the family of 

dinosaurs chat includes 

Deino11yc/1 11s ('terrible claw' ),

the creature on which the 

fearsome 'Velociraptors' of

"Jurassic Park" fame were

modelled. Bakker (now at

Glen rock Paleontological

Museum, Wyoming) thought

that dromaeosaur skeletons

were extremely bird-like, and

NATu RE AUSTRALIA SPRING 2000 
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These ancient Chinese flutes, about 20-22 centimetres long. were crafted 

from the wing bones of the Red-crowned Crane ltop). The flute second from 

the bottom was the one that was played, reproducing sounds not heard for 

nearly 9,000 years. 

accordingly dressed them in

bird-like plumage. At the time,

there was no evidence for

feathers on any dinosaur, and

Bakker's fanciful illustrations

aroused both mirth and ire

from more con ervative

palaeontologists. Even Steven

Spielberg, who based his

dinosaur stars on l3akker's

reconstructions, baulked from

actually covering them 111

feathers. However, despite

1 



their high public profile, dro
maeosaurs were rather poorly 
understood. Many parts of 
their skeleton were incom
pletely known. Furthermore, 
while feathers have now been 
found in several groups of 
dinosaurs (see Nature A ust. 
Spring 1997), their presence 
had not been confirmed in 
dromaeosaurs. T hus Bakker's
daring interpretations could
neither be confirmed nor
refuted. 

V ital new information has
recently been unearthed in
China. Xing Xu (from the
Institute of Vertebrate Paleon
tology and Paleoanthropolo
gy) and colleagues described
an exceptionally well-pre
served 125-million-year-old
dromaeosaur that they dubbed
Si11omitltosa11ms ('Chinese 
bird-like dinosaur'). It seems
that Bakker will have the last
laugh. The Turkey-sized crea
ture was covered in down-like
feathers, just as Bakker pre-

8 

T he 

Turkey-sized 

creature was 

covered in 

down-like 

feathers, 
just as Bakker 

predicted. 

dieted. Furthermore, it had
long extensible arms and a
wide range of motion in the
shoulder joint-a likely pre
cursor for fL1pping flight. The
pelvis and legs were also more
bird-like than in any other
dinosaur. 

Si11omitltosn11r11s has almost
all the features predicted in a
dinosaurian ancestor of birds.
However, being 20 million
years younger than A rchaeopteryx, the first bird, Sinor
nitltosn11r11s could not have

been directly ancestral to 
birds. Rather, it must repre
sent a late-surviving relict of 
the ancestral lineage. Never
theless, it adds to the huge pile 
of evidence that birds are 
descended from small, 
bipedal, carnivorous dinosaurs 
such as dromaeosaurs. How
ever, a small and shrinking 
group of ceptics still ques
tions this idea on aerodynam
ic grounds. To them it seems 
more plausible for birds to 
have evolved flight from a 

tree-dwelling, gliding ancestor 

than from an Earth-bound 

'Velociraptor'-like creature. 
This last objection ha also 
been recently addressed. 
Joseph Carner and colleagues 
fr

om Oxford University have 
shown how flight could have 
evolved in g round-dwelling 
dinosaurs-as an adaptation 
for pouncing on prey, with 
longer and longer jumps 
eventually leading to true 
flight. And in striking support 

This specimen of the 'Chinese bird

like dinosaur· Sinornitho�aurus. 

showing impressions of fine downy

feathers. proves that feathered

dromaeosaurs were �ot J�st

figments of overimagmat1ve 

palaeontologists. 

of this idea, dromaeosaurs have

1_

' 

been acknowledged by men- I
k ·s alike to tists and film-ma e, 

l agile, have been extreme y 

leaping predators. 
- 1.L.

Snorkelling Chicks ' d 
f I Watt e 
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h chick o t ie e . ) have a
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Jacana (Jnrm1n _1n�n1w 
froin of h1d1ng

1 clever way 
·ent I 

. While the pa1 ,, predato1 s. 
. he atten- r 
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. �' jump- / tion of the 111trude1 ) . ". b ·oken-win"
l·na around 111 a I 
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end of their beaks, allowing

rheI11 to snorkel.

Venezuelan biologists Carlos

Bosque and Emilio Herrera

(Universidad Simon Bolivar)

examined members of four

closely related families of wad

. a birds to see if snorkellinglil
t, 

was likely in these species too.

By measuring the relative

position of nostrils in museum

specimens, the researchers

found chat these other species

had nostrils located more

cowards the base of the beak

(in che basal 10-12 per cent of

che bill, compared to the basal

third of Wattled Jacanas). 

While nothing like the 

extreme placement of kiwi 

nostrils at the tip of the bill, 

which is probably related to 

cheir welJ-developed sense of 

smell used 111 the pursuit of 

soil invertebrate , the differ

ence between Wattled Jacanas 

and other shorebirds is statisti

cally significant. 

Although the researchers 

were unable to examrne a!J 

jacana species (there are seven 

of them altogether), they sus

pect that the whole family 

exhibits relative forward place

ment of the nostrils and that it 

is probably a derived character 
that arose in response to pred
ation pressure. The chicks of 
at least two other pcana 
species are known to hide 
under water and use their 

Do Comb-crested Jacana chicks useth�ir beaks as snorkels when facedwith danger? 

beaks like snorkels. It would
be interesting to see whether
Australia's Comb-crested 
Jacana (/rer/ipnrra gallinacea)
does it as well. 

-K.I-l.

Neanderthal Cocktail

W
ere Neanderthals and
early modern humans

distinct species, or did they
interbreed to produce modern
humans? Earlier DNA analyses
on Neanderthal bones from
Germany suggested that
Neanderthals were too differ
ent from modern humans to 
be an ancestral candidate. This 
argument supported the theo
ry  that modern human ances
tors emerged from Africa 
about 100,000 years ago and 
replaced resident Neanderthals 
111 Europe and other archaic 
populations around the world. 
The Iberian Peninsula (Spain 

and Portugal) was their last 

European frontier where they 

are thought to have arrived 

and replaced the resident 

Neanderthals perhaps only 

30,000-28,000 years ago. 

Many scientists support this 

'Out-of-Africa' theory of 

replacement by modern 

humans and argue that Nean

derthals were not in our family 

Shanng Freycinet is an experience you'll 
never forget Situated 1ns1de Freycinet 

National Park, Just a walk away from famous 
Winegass Bay, Freycinet Lodge is a relaxing, 
multi-award winning haven wiithin an area 
of spectacular natural scenery. 

You will need more than just one night to immerse yourself 1n 

the beauty ofTasmania's most stunning coastal wilderness area 

More time to share our range of highly acclaimed natural 
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This 24,500-year-old child's skeleton, showing a blend of modern human and 

Neanderthal features, was not simply a product of a random cross-mating. 

tree. However, a 24,500-year
old child's skeleton from Por
tugal is upsetting this received 
wisdom. 

The skeleton, thought to 
have belonged to a four-year
old boy, is one of the most 
complete Upper Palaeolithic 
hominids ever found. The 
child had been covered in red 
ochre and buried, along with 
pierced shell and tooth orna
ments, at the base of a cliff 
Cidalia Duarte and Joao Zil
hao (Instituto Portugues de 
Arqueologia, Lisbon), along 

10 

with Erik Trinkaus (Washing
ton University) and others, 
argue that the bones reveal a 
cur1ous blend of modern 
human and Neanderthal fea
tures. Limb proportions were 
decidedly Neanderthal, while 
the pre ence of a 'chin' , the 
relative size of the teeth, and 
aspects of the pelvis were more 
modern. Other features of the 
skull (the temporal bone) were 
intermediate. 

The evidence is hotly debat
ed, in part because it presents a 
challenge to 'Out-of-Africa', 

the popular model of human 
evolution. And the reason for 
this rests in the skeleton's 
24,500-year-old date, which is 
at least 3,000 years after mod
ern humans arrived in the 
region and supposedly 
replaced the Neanderthals. 
The researchers therefore 
argue that the hybrid child is 
unlikely to have been the 
result of a rare random mat
ing-a 'love child' , so to 
speak. Rather, they believe 
the child is the product of a 
long-term affair between the 
invading and resident popula
tions. Some would say this 
sinks 'Out-of-Africa', because 
you can't have it both ways. 
However, Duarte and col
leagues prefer a watered-down 
version with long-term (mod
ern) human dispersal out of 
Africa with a variable degree 
of interbreeding with the peo
ple they met on the way. 

-R.F.

Turn on the Night light 

N
ight lights left on by well
meaning parents could 

contribute to short-sighted
ness in children. That's the 
disturbing finding of recent 
medical research from the 
United States. 

Known also as myopia, 
short-sightedness makes it dif
ficult for the eyes to focus on 
distant objects. It's a condition 
that is on the rise in humans. 
In some Asian populations, for 
example, up to 70-90 per cent 
of people are affiicted. Mostly, 
glasses with prescription lenses 
help. But more worrying is 
the fact that myopia predis
poses adults to more serious 
problems that can lead to 
blindness. 

It's known that myopia 
often results from excessive 
eye growth after birth, but 
what causes this is not fully 
understood. Graham Quinn 
and colleagues from the Uni
versity of Philadelphia School 
of Medicine, however, have 
shed some light on the matter. 

Over a six-month period, 

parents of children aged 
between two and 16, who 
were seen as outpatients at the
University's eye clinic, were 
asked to complete a question
naire about their children's 
levels of light exposure. The 
researchers found a strong 
association between the preva
lence of myopia during child
hood and night-time light 
exposure during sleep in the 
first two years after birth. No 
association was found between 
the development of myopia 
and use of a night light at 
older ages. This is heartening, 
as nightmares in children (the 
main reason for night lights) 
don't develop until after the 
age of three. 

The researchers 

found a strong 

association between 

the prevalence of 

myopia during

childhood and 

night-time light 

exposure during 

sleep in the first 

two years 

after birth. 

According to Quinn and

colleagues, even closed eyelids

allow some light through

apparently enough for young

children sleeping with a night

lioht to miss out on a daily
I:> 

do e of darkness during a

period when it is develop

mentally important to rbell'

eyes. 
d. ledTwo sub equent stu 1es, 

by Karla Zadnik (Ohio State 

University) and J. Gwiazda

(New England College of
ortOptometry), did not supp 

Quinn et nl.'s findings. Instead 

they believe myopia has more

to do vvith genetics than the

G ,ooo 
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l ent so any associa-environm , . 
. between myopia and non . . . 
. 1 t time Jwhtmg at mfancyn1cr1 - "' 
" id be because of the parwou 

, need to illuminate the ents 
children's bedrooms _ to see
h more clearly at night. c em 
Quinn and collegues ag1:ee

� ·e work is needed to clarify
)1101 

• . 

d explain their findmgs. an . 
Until then, they advise parents
with kids under the age of two 
to err on the side of caution
and turn off the lights. 

-K.McG.

lopsided Butterflies 

W
ith all the weird and
wonderful shapes in 

nature, there is one general 
I\
, design rule that applies to most 

animals-chat of ymmetry. 
Any departures from this rule 

Slight asymmetry in wing size may be used to the Speckled Wood Butterfly's advantage.

• 

I 

) 

are usually explained as mis
takes in the developmental 
process, for symmetry is the 
desirable state that makes us 
sexier, healthier and more 
mobile. So when a species of 
lopsided butterfly turns up, 

how is this exception to the 
rule explained? 

Jack W indig and Soren 
Nylin (University of Stock
holm, Sweden) have measured 
the wing symmetry in the 
Speckled Wood Butterfly 
(Pararge aegeria), and their 

NOW YOU CAN BUY DIRECT! 

results have proved a little 
skew-whiff. cann111g-1mage 
analysis showed the right 
wings of the white territorial 
males to be bigger than the 
left, while females and the 
non-territorial black males are 
even more asymmetrical, 

These are just two of the 70 wildlife T-shirt designs in our range. If you can't 
find Creature T-shirts in a shop near you then contact us for a free catalogue.e.,. 

. 
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LATROBE 7307 
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Fax 03 64 262 900 

Wrap 
Around 
Spotted 
Dolphin 

although they show no bias to 
either side. For a butterfly this 
has major implications for flight, 
yet the zoologists have suggested 
a link between these wonky 
wings, in territorial males at 
least, and flight combat. 

White males defend their 

11 



territories from intruders by 
spiralling in a 'spinning-wheel' 
dance, attempting to eject 
their rivals by swooping on 
them and bouncing them out 
of the way. Males with larger 
right wings would be able to 
make sharper turns, giving 
them the edge in these jostling 
bouts. 

Windig and Nylin suggest 
that the skewed design of ter
ritorial males is a result of sex
ual selection via male-male 
competition. While this 
hypothesis remains speculative, 
more answers are needed to 
explain the random asymme
try seen in females and non
territorial males, which need 
to fly on the straight and nar
row. 

-K.H.

One late Tern Deserves No 

Other? 

G
etting to the church on
time is important for 

12 

.... 

human marriage rituals, but 
tardiness in terns may be 
grounds for divorce. Like 
many seabirds, Common 
Terns (Sterna hirundo) pair with 
the same mate year after year. 
But, from one year to the 
next, 20 per cent of birds 
divorce their partners for new 
mates. Previously researchers 
thought these birds might be 
choosing better partners but a 
recent study by Jacob 
Gonzales-Solis and colleagues 
(Institute for Bird Research, 
Germany) provides a different 
explanation. 

0111111011 Terns arrived in 
their northern European 
breeding colonies from South 
African waters in May. Most 
birds arrived within two days 
of their partners and re
affirmed their 'marr iage 
bonds'. But when birds arrived 
more than seven days apart, 
divorce increased to 35 per 
cent. Divorce was not affected 

by the success or failure of the 
previous year's breeding, nor 
did new and divorced partners 
differ in condition or breeding 
success. Rather, the terns 
seemed to divorce only when 
their old partner failed to turn 
up in time. 

Regular pair-bonds speed 
up finding a successful partner 
each year, allowing terns to 
breed more quickly. But fideli
ty may cost a bird its breeding 
season if a partner dies or is 
delayed for too long. Seeking a 
new partner after a week of 
waiting ensures that even a 
widowed bird can still breed 
successfully. A late-arr iving 
divorcee, however, is less for
tunate. It often fails to pair and 
has to 'sit out' the season. 

So if getting to the church 
on time was stressful for you, 
spare a thought for the poor 
terns that not only have to do 
it every year after a 10,000-
kilometre migration, but also 

Renewal of marriage vows in 

Common Terns depends on the 

timing. 

r isk being dumped if they're 
late. 

-D.C.
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Magpie! Duck! l 

E
arly spring: a fellow human ris in rapid retreat, arms flail- I

ing wildly above his head Ill a 
fi ·1 t to ward off a ut1 e attemp 
dive-bombing black-allcl- 1 

k Aooress1ve Iwhite strea . "" / attacks on humans by At.is- \. 1· Macrpies (Gy11111or/111111 tra 1an .,
0 f h se o a

tibicens) are t e cau 
· dl'fi con- 1 maJ·or human-wil 1 e .� d .· " the ,., flict . Every year ui in" I . , d. season Macrp1e s bree mg 

/ o ber) many(Aucrust to Novem . ,o . . f l birds people are v1ct1rns O ne 
. . Mostdefensive behaviou1. 

t b11tattack are 11011-contac ' .. , 
some result in serious inJUI)· 

le can In many cases, peop . aenac1n.,avoid areas where !l1 ·r
. Jy wa1 Magpies occur and simp 
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the problem to pass, but in for 
e circumstances, such as 111 

wm 

• choolyard, the problem 1s the s 
hard to ignore. . . 

Most communJties oppose 

killing the offending birds,

which is a common solution

of many wildlife agencies. As 
• alternative Darryl Jones and an 

Paul Finn of Queensland's 

Griffith University set out to 
Sess the effectiveness of as 

translocating the aggressive 

few (aU males) intent on dis-

( 
rurbing the human peace. 

Twenty Magpies were r trapped and relocated at dis

tances between 17 and 150 
kilometres from their capture 
site. No birds released at dis-

1\
, tances greater than 30 kilo

metres returned to their home 
, 

territory during the study. In 

in several days. 
Translocating aggressiveM agpies solved the human-Magpie conflict, at least temporarily. What remains unre

solved, though, is the fate ofthe translocated males and thelong-term implications for theaffected Magpie populations. Possums relocated from peo
ple's roofs to bushland tend to
die within a few days of their
release. Available evidence
suggests, however, that Mag
pies may fare better. 

nearly half the cases a new 
male moved into the territory 
of the translocated male with-

In the eyes of the general 
commLmity, translocation, as 
opposed to euthanasia, may 
well be a more acceptable way 
of dealing with the 
human-Magpie conflict, but it 
is stiU far from certain whether 
it is less stressful and traumatic 
for the individual animals
involved. 

-J.M.
Translocation may seem a 'nicer' way to deal with the human-Magpie conflict, but does it work? 

b 
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Dress Sense for Snakes 

S
top for a beer in a pub
around Leeton, New 

South Wales, and the locals 
may warn you to keep clear of Eastern Brown Snakes 
(Pseudo11aja textilis). Take their advice! These reptiles kill more people in Australia than any other snake. The same well-meaning bar flies may tell you the reason for this: that browns are aggressive snakes and will chase you down for a bite. Assign that one to folklore! It has more to do with the high densities in which Eastern Browns occur in farmland making them likelier thai� most venomous species to accidentally encounter a human. In the interests of saving both species' lives, University of Sydney herpetologists Patrick Whitaker and Rick Shine set out to determine factors that reduce chance meetings between Eastern Browns and humans. Over 

14 

three years the researchers 
walked up and down transects 
across Leeton farms, each time 
recording the weather condi
tions, their own behaviour and 
appearance, and the response 
of the snakes to their presence. They inserted miniature radio-tracking devices into as many Eastern Browns as possible to indicate numbers of the reptiles around during the transect walks. The research proved that, contrary to popular belief, Eastern Browns are reluctant to attack humans and, given the chance, will hide or flee with the approach of a person. And it showed, for the first time, that a person's appearance affects the chance of anencounter. Whitaker andShine recommend peoplewear clothes that contrast withthe prevailing sky colour, togive snakes the best warning ofapproach and thus the opportunity to avoid contact.Chance encounte1·s ea I , n a sobe reduced by moving slowly,

It pays to know how to reduce

encounters with Eastern Brown

Snakes. 

keeping to thick ground cover 
(the snakes feel more protect
ed and are less likely to attack), 
avoiding undisturbed and 
known refuge areas during the 
middle of the day (especially in 
spring), and being particularly 
wary on cool, windy and 
cloudy days. 

-K.McG.

The Tickle Paradox M ost people say they hate being tickled. So why does it make us laugh so much? Christine Harris (University of California, San Diego) recently applied her n1ind to this ticklish problem and found that, while it is easy to imagine an evolutionary function for light tickle or knismesis (the annoying sensation created by crawling para ites would prompt an animal to scratch or rub the tickled spot), it is more difficult to 

determine the ad apt1ve l of heavy tickle va ueh. I or gargal . w 1c 1 occurs wh es1s, en gre pressure is applied . ater 
areas. to ticklish ( 1

One explanation . IS that . facilitates the bond b it 
h.ld etwee c I and parent as it · c. n , is Otten aparent that does th . kl· I e tic in But other work has sh g. r h. own thatC ildren still laugh eve .f , . n I they fcan t see their parents' Smilin masked faces while be,· . g, ng tick-led. Nor, according to H a rns'own experiments with bi. d In -folded uni students do , es it matter whether a human h andor machine is doing the tickling, so human interaction isnot necessarily the key. I 

Another suggestion is that l we are most ticklish in the ( places vulnerable in arm-to- t arm combat, and being ticklish , there motivates people to protect those spots. But in this situation, hands and fingers 
would be most vulnerable, and 
they aren't ticklish. Besides, ( 
says Harris, it is difficult to 
imagine what benefits smiling 
and laughing would confer in 
the combat zone. Harris tentatively suggests a n
alternative hypothesis. She
believes that heavy tickling
may help in developing com
bat skills in the person being
tickled (recall the desperate
strucrcr]es needed to stop the

bb tickler). And, if tickling pro-
duced a negative facial expres
sion, we would be far less like-
I · th t acu· vityy to engage 111 a 
during play. -R.S.

Shellfish FeelingsI · k hellfish
Few people c 1111 s · likeexperience anything 
fear ( especially as they op

I k d O)'sre1another freshly s rnc e 
. 

. 
) BurdO\,vn their th1oats · Roveroresearch by Francesco d (University of Florence) an 

onses colleacrues into the resp .1 . b 1 (Myt1II-'of 0111111011 Musse s 
·1 

d I. ) d t ·s casts ,
e 11 1s to pre a 01 c. 1 · beilJIS 1whole new light on s 
'feelings'. //i� 

1\J11(C I Dogwhelks (such as
?000 
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.11 ·) are ferocious mussel/11p1 Ill ' .  ' f d Ors. These lions o the 
re at 

P d . ¥acer avanna sniff down 
in e1, 

t .. prey and rasp a hole rhell 
ah the hapless mussel rhrOllo . . 

c ·e inaestmg its tasty be101 " 
. ·ds This is no quick 
111na1 · 

I it can cake days to dnll I deac1-
I ah che mussel shell. Some • r1rOllo 

r ·ienced dogwhelks, how-
expe1 

dispatch their mussels
ever, 
inore quickly by thrusting

their proboscis directly
the mussel's two between 

shells. 
So how do the mussels react 

to all this? Until recently, the 

only way to measure a mussel's 

pulse was to drill a hole 

through its shell-enough to 

) aet any mussel's heart racing. 

Rovero and colleagues instead 

used a less invasive method that 
involved gluing a phototrans
ducer with an infra-red diode 

on the outside of the shell. 
They were able to show that a 
mussel's heart rate increases 
with the mere presence of a 
dogwhelk, or even just its 
odour, in the aquarium. The 
increased heart rate allows 
mussels to quickJy snap shut 
their shells, which may deter 
dogwhelks from attacking 
directly between them. How
ever, there is little the mussel 
can do to prevent dogwhelks 
from embarking on their slow 
drill of death. In this situation, 
the mussel's heart rate contin-
ues to increase even as the 
dogwhelk begins to feed. This 
probably has the effect of pro
longing the inevitable, but 

' then who can blame a mussel 
on death row for struggling to
the last? 

[ 
I 

-D.C.

Ants in vour Plants
0 ut on the East African 

Savanna, competition 
among ants is fierce. Four 
species of ants vie to establish 
colonies in the Whistling 
Thorn Tree (Acacia drepanolobi
um). The ants and acacias have 
a symbiotic relationship, 
whereby ants house workers 
a11d raise broods in the swollen 

Crematogaster nigriceps prunes its
host tree to keep rival ant species at
bay. 

base of acacia thorns, and in 
return remove leaf-foraging 
msects. 

At the Mpala Research 
Centre in Kenya, Maureen 
Stanton (University of Cali
fornia, Davis) and colleaoues 
staged conflicts between the 
different ant species by tying 
together the branches of adja
cent trees. Two of the ant 
species were particularly 
aggressive, streaming onto the 
adjoining tree and attempting 
to dislodge the resident work
ers and broods; another species 
put up a brave fight, success
fully defending its colony most 
of the time; while poor old 
Cren,atogaster 11igriceps was usu
ally evicted. 

Although C. nigriceps may 
be a wimp when it comes to 
defending its colony, it does 
have a rather ingenious way of 
dealing with nasty neighbours. 
It prunes its host tree, chewing 

off the young shoots, thus 
reducing sideways growth and 
the likelihood that the branch
es will contact adjacent trees. 
In the process, it may even 
sterilise the tree. T he 
researchers noticed that trees 
occupied by C. nigriceps were 
more asymmetrical than those 
occupied by other ants. It 
seems that C. nigriceps selec-

tively prunes only the sides 
adjacent to other trees with 
ant species other than its own. 
T he researchers suspect that 
C. nigriceps detects the pres
ence of aggressive neighbours 
through potent alarm 
pheromones, which are 
known to be produced by 
some ants when disturbed. 

-A.T.
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sex Axe 

S
ex and stone-about the 
only thing they have in

common is their first letter. 
But not according to a study 
of handaxes by British archae
ologists Marek Kohn and 
Steven Mithen (University of 
Reading). 

Handaxes are two-sided 
stone artefacts that first appear 
in the archaeological record of 
Africa, Europe and Asia about 
1.4 million years ago. They are 
pear-shaped, with a point at 
one end and rounded at the 
other, and are thought to have 
been multi-purpose tools, 
used by various human ances
tors to butcher meat, chop 
vegetables and fell game. Kohn 
and Mithen, however, believe 
they were used to procure 
more than just a meal-they 
were used to procure sex as
well. 

The high degree of sym
metry and unusual size of 
some handaxes suggest they 
were unnecessarily fancy and 
over-designed for the pro
posed mundane economic 
tasks. What's more, many 
appear to have been unused 

and they occur in great abun
dance at some archaeological 
sites. To explain these features, 
Kohn and Mithen argue that 
handaxe production by males 
could have operated as a cost
ly indicator of good genes-in 
the same way that a peacock's 
train is used to signal the 
genetic quality of its owner. 

A fine, symmetrical handaxe 
was not easy to make. Not 
only did it require good eye
sight, strength and coordina
tion, but also a sound know
ledge of local resources, an 
ability to plan, and a high 
degree of determination. As 
the researchers put it, "hand
axe production would have 
been a 'test of character' ," on 
the basis of which females 
could have chosen mates. 
Unlike a peacock's train, how
ever, handaxes were not 
attached to the body. To rule 
out cheats who laid claim to 
another man's tool, a female 
had to witness the actual 
process of manufacture. As 
such, handaxe production 
would have served as an aes
thetic display by males to 
attract females. The final prod-

Handaxes: stone tools doubling as 

sex tools? 

uct may not have had any 
o-reat economic advantage and 
b 

may simply have been discard
ed. 

The sex-axe proposal also 
provides a neat explanation for 
why the technology, having 
remained virtually unchanged 
for over a million years, finally 
died out. Kohn and Mithen 
argue that, by this time, 
humans had evolved bigger 
brains and slower-maturing 
offspring. With the increased 
costs of reproduction, females 
could no longer simply forage 
for themselves and instead 
relied on the males to provide 
for them. Females were forced 
to shift their mate-choice cri
teria from indicators of good 
genes to proof of reliable 
food-provisioning skills. So 
handaxes, which were 
extremely co tly to produce, 
were ditched in favour of 
more functionally efficient 
tool kits, including spears with 
stone points. 

-R.F

Cuttlelish Do it in Drag

W
hat's the best way to slipundetected into h company of a des· �t I r' 

female? If you're a cutt;:�sh
e 1 �-; dress in drag and make ' 

h Your ,ti move w en the manly guard is distracted. j 11 
Mark Norman Qaines Cook '( 

0

University) and colleagues 
first observed these shenani- / gans while investigating rnale l
mate-guarding behaviour in 
the Giant Cuttlefish (Sepia 
apama) in the Spencer Gulf 
South Australia. ' 

Octopuses and cuttlefish 
possess unequalled ability to 
change their shape and body 
patterns. Most noticeable dur-

'fing mating, males dazzle the 
normally mottled females by (' 
pulsing zebra stripes across 
their bodies and extending the I'
w hite-fringed, banner-like 
webs on their arms. 

The researchers noticed 
that, during the mating peri
od, male-female pairs were 
often closely shadowed by 
what seemed to be a second 
female. However, when the 
laro-er male was engaged in 

b 

combat with other males, the 

shadowy 'she' turned out to 

be a 'he', seizing the opportu

nity to mate with the female, 

often successfully. Some of 

the e sneaky suitors would ·l 

display banners and moving 

stripes like a regular cournng 

male; others would rema111 in 

drag. The behaviour of the 

k Id d l also varied, cue o e ma e 
. · · to from ignoring the pa11, 

. 1 ·at1·1w them. aggressive y epa1 o 
·1f tl1e s,atellite male However, 

_ · female 
donned protective 

. 
tl er than the ! colourat1011, ra 1 ' 

·dino- alte r- I flashier mate-guar O . . • � 

t o-on1st1c a 
native, any an a_, 

I Id in1me-
behaviour wou stop 

� 
diately. r r 

In the absence of large 

d rev1-
rivals, males that ha P. . . 

nunut 
ously been seen to 

] ·
cl ·ea! 111,1'females displaye typi ' 

dd courte body patterns, an ..
A there is

females normally. s . 
' 0- Ill 

no information on agein,, 

,0oo 
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he Giant uttlefish, the 
r oi·chers don't know rese" . . . 

I tiler this behaviour 1s s1111-\v1e 
I a Stratea-v for younger ani-P y, , o, . . 

Is or more s1gn1ficantly, an 
n1a , 

·ilternative strategy for under
,· d 1nales that can't compete size ' 

.tli bio- beefy males of their WI ::, 

0wn age. 
-R..S.

veils tor Spider Brides female spiders commonly
react to sexual advances 

with a deadly bite. In 
response, many male spiders 
have evolved strategies to dis
tract or control females while 
they deposit their sperm. The 
silken net known as a 'bridal 
veil', which ome spiders wrap 
around their paramours dur
ing courtship, is widely 
regarded as one such strategy. A male lynx spider (Oxyopes schenkelt) twirls the female around while he wraps her in a silken veil.However Kenneth Preston-
Mafham from Cornwall (UK), The ease with which the 
after recording this behaviour 
in a Ugandan lynx spider 
0xyopes sche11keli, believes the 
veils serve a different purpose. 

Courtship 111 Oxyopes
sche11keli begins with the 
female resting on top of a 
blade of grass. The male 
approaches cautiously from 
beneath and slowly eases him
self onto the upper surface of 
the blade. He then taps the 
grass with his front legs and 
starts to caress her from 
behind. The female responds 
by dropping from the grass
blade on a silk dragline. W hile
she is suspended head-down,
the male follows and twirls the
female around and around,
wrapping her in a swathe of
silk. With the female adorned
in her 'veil', the male then
tries to insert his palp (copulatory organ). But 111 all 
1nstances witnessed by Preston-Mafham, the females,many of which were alreadyheavily laden with eggs,quickly lost interest and easily 
�hrugged off their gossamer
bonds'. In only one instanceWas the male eaten.

bridal veils were torn suggests 
to Preston-Mafham that they 
are not a form of arachnid 
bondage. Rather, he suspects 
the veils are impregnated with 
male hormones, which may 
help subdue or prepare the 
female for mating. 

-K.McG.

Gumnut Babies 

M ove over Snugglepot and
Cuddlepie. Gumnut

'babies', this time of the eight
legged variety, have been dis
covered in Western Australia. 

During a biogeographic 
study of the Gondwanan spi
der genus Carepa/xis, Barbara 
York Main from the Universi
ty of Western Australia record
ed 47 specimens from Western 
Australia, 30 of which had 
been collected from the nests 
of mud wasps. Previously the 
genus was only known from 
the eastern tates, and also 
South and Central America 
and New Guinea. 

One particular specimen, 
which Main collected while 
working on canopy spiders in 
West Cape Howe National 

NATURE AUSTRALIA SPRING 2000 

t · ·ck·ing spider (Carepalxis sp.) from Western Australia.A gumnu -m1m1 

Park, was an extraordinary 
o-umnut look-alike that she 
found amongst the flower buds 
and seed capsules (gu111nuts) of a 
Jarrah tree (E11ral)'pl11s 111m;ei11ata). 
She would have passed it by 
without notice, had it not flexed 
its legs at just the right time. 

About half a centimetre across 
and with its legs tucked beneath 
it, the spider had the same shape 
and colour 0L1 gumnut, includ
ing a dark, circular pattern on its 
ba�k that looked just like the 
opening of a nut from which 
the seeds arc shed. 

11 



Tooth-billed Bowerbirds put their 'pinking shears' to good use to supplement their winter diet. 

The spider was kept in the 
laboratory with some dry Jar
rah twigs for a month. During 
this time it constructed an orb 
web between two of the 
branches. It would sit in the 
web by night, but rest along
side a gumnut by day. 

Main believes gumnut mim
icry evolved in this spider as 
protection against bird preda
tors, such as honeyeaters. 
However she notes that four of 
the specimens collected from 
wasp nests also showed the 
peculiar, round, gumnut-like 
markings. Apparently the 
gumnut disguise is no foil for 
wasps on the lookout for spi
ders to stock their larval 
pantries. 

-C.H.

let Them Eat leaves Acurious feature of tree
nesting birds 1s that 

although they are usualJy sur� 
rounded by a leafy canopy, few 
of them actually eat leaves. 
T he Tooth-billed Bowerbird 

18 

( cenopoeetes dentirostris), from
the tropical upland rainforests 
of the Australian Wet Tropics, 
has proved to be an exception 
to this rule. 

Tooth-bills are the only 
bowerbirds to have specialised 
interlocking notches, or 
'teeth', on their bills, which 
resemble pinking shears. Both 
sexes develop 'toothy' bills but 
only males use their 'teeth' to 
bite, snip and saw off leaves to 
decorate their courts. A recent 
ecological study by Clifford 
and Dawn Frith (Queensland 
Museum), however, has 
shown that leaves are more 
than just decoration; they 
form an important part of 
both sexes' diet. 

During the summer
111onths, Tooth-billed Bower
birds ate 111ainly fruits, gulping
the111 down whole, but during
w111ter when fruits were
scarce, they were seen tearing
off leaves, buds and vine stems
and grinding them betwee�
their 'teeth' before swallow-

ing. T he Friths estimated that 
up to 40 per cent of their win
ter diet may consist of leaves. 

As well as changing their 
dietary preferences during 
winter, the Tooth-bills also 
changed their behaviour. The 
birds became relatively inactive 
and did not fly as much as they 
did during 'fruit-full' times. 
Perhaps this low-energy 
lifestyle option with a diet of 
abundant leaves, outweighs 
the higher-energy option of 
actively searching for scarce 
winter fruits. 

The Friths believe this 
change in diet and behaviour 
during winter evolved, in part, 
as a response to intense com
petition with other fruit-eat
ing birds. 

-L.S.

Spiders Eniov the Bright 
lights 

M
any nocturnal insects are
attracted to light, 'like 

moths to a candle' as the say
ing goes. And wherever there

1s an abundance of insects, 
there is an abundance of insect 

predator , including piders. 

Astrid Heiling from the Uni

versity of Vienna noticed noc

turnal orb-weaving spiders

(Lari11ioides sclopetari11s) clus

tered along the lit handrails of

a footbridge across the · 

Danube Canal. Had individual ( 
spiders learnt through trial an d

( 
error where the abundant

insects were or did the spiders

I instinctively
, 
set up webs in lit 

. · d to )
areas where prey prnnuse 

I be more forthcoming?
c d h t there

Heilino- 1oun t a 

were ind:ed more insects aucl_
1. ents of 1 

spiders on the It segm 

the brido-e than on the 5rruc- I 0 . 1· se(1- 1
rurally identical un it " 

I d 1strared
ments. he then emoi 

that wild spiders in the labora-

. I ·efer ht
( tory overwhelirnng )' P1 

b even 
over unlit cham ers,

d e was
w hen prey abun anc . 

. · . ference
identical. o 1s this pie 1 . . learnt, 
for light 111nate 01 . 1 

e
.d . Ill tl 

Heilino- raised sp1 eis 
o . rhe111

laboratory, feeding
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equally during the day and
. 1 t Nearly all the e naive n1g1 . 

spiders also preferred co sec 
I ·. webs in the he rather than cien 

unlit chambers.
Street light don't figure 

111· 11ently in spider evolu-pro1 . 
tionary history, but moon-
licrht-reflecting water does.
This species of spider is partic
ularly abundant around water-

ays which also attract 
\\I, , 

numerous insects, and the 
preference for light may allow 
spiders to spm their webs near 
rivers and abundant food. So 
as the orb-weavers gather 
around lights on a footbridge 
over the Danube, they are not 
as far removed from their evo
lutionary origins as we nught 
have first thought. 

-D.C.
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QUICK QUIZ 

1. Who was named
Australian of the Year 
2000? 

2. What are GMOs?
3. In the waters of which

State does Australia�
first officia l/y
endangered marine
fish, the Spotted
Hane/fish, live?

4. What is the common

name of Macropus
rufus?

5. Which country was

formally known. as

Burma?

6. Wh.at plumage feature

of male House

Sparrows distinguishes

them from females?

1. Name one ef the two

islands on Australian

Territory that have

active 110/can.oes.

8. Wl,at 11ame is

co111111only gi11e11 to

fossil plant resin?

9. Ho111 ma11y penises do 

s11akes a11d lizards

/,ave?

10. What is the name of

the a11cient dye that

co111es fro111 m II rexes

(111ari11e 1110//11scs)?

!Answers on page 831
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TII[ l3A('KYARI) NAfURALIST plague. A Northern Hemisphere ·us . 1 1111 -itary base east of the Philippines G 

A coil to account 
Brown ·nee S11akes are the ter111inal nightmare ef sleeping birds, 

wan11 eggs a11d scraw11y fledglings. 

A 
YONE WHO, IN THEIR. YOUTH, 

kept an aviary of small birds, will 
remember the gnawing tempta

tion to poke fingers into feathery nests 
and do a braille reading of what's going on 
inside. My early proclivity for doing it, 
undoubtedly inflamed by a Dutch ances
try, wa a great undoing. While Canaries 
were always indifferent to the inteifer
ence, some of the more tirnid finches 
resented physical intrusion near their nests 
so much that they could dispassionately 
abandon eggs or chicks if you so much as 
dreamed about it at night. 

So by bitter experience and nail-biting 
impatience, eventually I learned the lesson 
of wait-and- ee and, by the time I'd saved 
the tv,o pounds needed to buy a longed
for pair of Gouldian Finches, I'd become 
a paradigm of patience, determined to sit 
out the unbearable days of incubation and 
fledging with the resolve of a fasting guru. 

Eventually the prized birds chose a nest 
box high up, lined it with grass and pre
sumably laid eggs because five weeks and 
ten fingernails later, six olive-coloured 
youngsters burst out of the nest, spent the 
day learning to fly, then returned that 
night. The next day, curiously, only five 
came out; the day or so after that four, 
then three, then the mother disappeared 
and, by the end of the second week, with 
no clues to the escalating disappearances, 
only the stunned-looking father was left. 

It was clearly time to reinstate the old 
index finger to its former glory and do 
some serious nest-probing. Itching to do 
what it knew best, it began its house 
search inside the box, down into the nest
ing chamber, all the way to the bottom 
and ... into the cold bony coils of the 
snake curled up inside' 

The lumpy loops belonged to a well-fed 

Brown Tree Snake (Boiga irregularis)

voyeur inside the honeymoon suite for 
ooodness knows how long, and stuffed by 
b 

room service each night. Being long and 
lithe, it had squeezed through the bird 
wire with little resistance; and being noc
turnal (with huge yellow eyes and vertical 
cat-like pupils), it had gone about its 
moonlighting undetected. 

In the wild, Brown Tree Snakes are the 
terminal nightmare of sleeping birds, 
warm eggs and scrawny fledglings. But 
not for a moment does that mean these 
snakes are reluctant about tackling more 
lively prey. I remember watching one 
coiled and dangling from branches over 
the entrance to an old molybdenite mine 
near Townsville. There it snapped bent
winged bats out of the air as easily as King 
Kong picked off tiger moths flying 
around the Empire State Building. 

When birds, bats and eggs are off the 
menu, Brown Tree Snakes will readily 
turn an appraising golden eye toward 
night-scurrying lizards like geckoes. With 
so many interesting foods to choose from 
and such an easily tickled palate, why 
doesn't Australia have Brown Tree Snakes 
coming out its ears? Queensland Univer
sity tree- nake researcher Joan Whittier 
says that natural regulation of Brown Tree 
Snake numbers lies somewhere in the 
delicate balance between predation, prey, 
pathogens and parasites. 

Whatever we have that controls l3rown 
Tree Snake numbers, the tiny island of 
Guam wishes it had it too. Guam 
(described by one product-review service 
as " ... Gilligan's Island on steroids, a 
tropical dirty-weekend diorama, and a 
real nice place for thousands of military 
personnel to get a tan") is to Brown Tree 
Snakes what Europe was to bubonic 

BY STEVE VAN DYCK 
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, ua111 (population_ 156,000) can probably thankthe US for 111troduc111g to it a snake th 
. 

C 
at, when 1t comes to 100d processing, makesa Kenwood hef look like a mortar and

pestle. T he out-of-place tree snake waspresumably brought to the island acci
dentally, curled up inside military para
phernalia salvaged soon after World War 
2, and probably f rom the northern main
land area of Papua New Guinea. 

By 1960 the snake had reached all parts 
of the island and by 1985, when the pop
ulation explosion peaked, it was calculat-
ed that Guam had, in places, up to 5,000 
Brown Tree Snakes per square kilometre
(that is 50 per hectare, some authors 
putting it as high as 100 per hectare). 
Around that time, researcher Julie 
Savidge (Guam Division of Aquatic and 
Wildlife Resources) noted that, of the 18 
native and seven introduced birds, ten 
forest-dwelling species could no longer 
be found throughout the island but only 
on the far northern tip. Today, those ten 
and two others are reported to have been 
exterminated and most of the remaining 
species are now threatened. Even poultry 
farmers on Guam lost the battle growing 
domestic fowls and producing eggs for 
local needs, and Guam is forced to 
import around seven million eggs annual-
ly. In addition, two species of geckoes 
and one skink have disappeared from the 
island, other lizards have declined, and 
Guam's bats are also at risk. 

T heir success at gobbling Guam's fauna 
appears to have gone to their heads 

because Brown Tree Snakes regularly 
have a chew on young Guamanians. 

Between 1989 and 1995, 74 toddlers less 

than three years old and 42 infants less 

than one year old were treated in Guam 

hospitals for bites, most of which had 

been made on the children while they 
I

�ept. . IAnd as if that wasn't enough, foraging 

snakes (in Guam they grow up to _
2·9 I

metres) often slide among electricity Imes 
j . 

. d I ·no- foha"e· -via guy wires an over 1ang1 o · " 
I the wet IUp there, as monotonous y as 

c: I I s cry1na 
season storms, they I ry t 1emse ve _ " . y, mwhr to re111vent the carbon arc. ou " f
think the plume of flame and smell _0 

. b . -y smilecremat111g scales would nng a wi 
· , · 1978��to residents faces. l3ut SJJlCe dhave been around I ,'.WO blackouts an 

short-circuits in transmitters, to the great 

cost and frustration of not only che elec-
·s chattrical authority but all the consunici 
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. ·1 as nothing more than
. (i reign cot 

. . d e rhtS O 
. cdiment to the11 stea y ;e .. cina ttllP 

infurta "' 
,111 ( lectrons.

• f]o'" o e 
I e question of why Aus-. ·nu to t1 

Retttl 111 "' 
. drink colder beer and 

. sleep bettet, . rrahans · 
1 tees than Guama111ans, · 

·e 0n1e e · . e-1r ,11°1 
. , lains the Guam 1111bal-

1 ' Whittier exp ' k Joan f their Brown Tree Sna es. tern1s o 
d I 11nce ttI trollina pathogens, gut an 

. rr che con "
' . 

I 
lackttio . nd other diseases assoc1-d Paras1ces, a . bloo ' . I 'healthy' reptile assem-

d with no1 ma ' . ,1re I s only one nanve snake Guam 13 
blages. 

d burrower) but an OD ofin relate 
/ d (:111 1 . 

d d lizards (He111idacty 11s an 
II intro uce s111 a , 

) ,r. no- l3rown Tree Snakes/' spp- . ,ou "' 
C,tr ,a 

,limited access to a diet of 
1-ve almost u1 

h 
1'1 

II r ards which boosts t em to
these sma tz, , 

. . . 
I f one metre 111 their first year,

·1 Iengt i o 
d . ' 

k them on to full repro uct1veand ra es 

Brown Tree Snake 
Boiga irregularis 

Classification 

condition in their third. With no real reptile reservoir for diseases, few intermediate hosts for parasites, and virtually nopredators, Guam's introduced tree snakesrun riot unmuzzled.
Gobbled Gouldians and Guam don'tjustify us carrying torches and long-handled secateurs out into the garden everynight looking for revenge. It's easy to seechange inside cages and islands, not soeasy in continents (where we pretend ourecosystems operate in 'balance'). While

Brown Tree Snakes decimate Guam's
birds, they just might be the same species
that regulates the number of Noisy Min
ers in my yard! T hey might owe me a few
finches ... but I might owe them my san
ity! Who knows? l don't want to be the
one to point the finger. 

Family Colubridae (venomous and non-venomous, rear
fanged snakes, 8 genera). 

Identification 

Adults around 1.5 m up to a max. of 2 m; brick-red to 
cream with dark cross-bands; broad, flat head 
narrowing sharply at neck, large yellow eyes with cat
like pupils. (Guam snakes genetically identical to PNG 
population but scale count differs.) 

Distribution 

Occurs naturally in the So lomons, eastern Indonesia (as 
far west as Sulawesi), PNG and eastern/northern AuSt. 
Stowaways found in Hawaii, Diego Garcia, Texas. Broad 
range of coastal habitat tolerances from mangroves to 
open forest. 

Behaviour 
. d 

FURTHER READING 

Savidge, ).A., 1987. Deatl, on an island.Living Bird Quart. 6(1 ): 6-10.

Whiuier, J.M. & Limpus, D., 1996. Repro
ductive patterns of a biologically invasive
species: the Brown 'Ti·ee Snake (l3oiga irreg
ularis). J. Zoo!., Lond. 238: 591-597.

Whittier,)., Macrokanis, C. & Mason, R.T,
2000. Morphological assessment and taxo
nomic status of the Brown Tree Snake Boiga 
irregularis with a comparison of native and
extralimital populations. Aust. J. Zoo!. (in
press). 

DR. STEVE VAN DYCK IS A SENIOR. 
CUR.ATOP .. OF VERTEtlR.ATES AT THE 
QUEENSLAND MUSEUM. 

Nocturnal. Eats mostly birds, eggs, mammals and hzar 
� (but recorded devouring spare ribs and soiled tampons

d
. 

Astonishingly agile can hold 3/4 of body off gro�n 
1 

' 
forms figure 8 befo;e striking, kills by constriction, m1

6
ld y 

ths without food but only 1 week without water.. 
h Can last mon toxic, not considered dangerous to umans. 

NAlU1\ 

H h. occurs after 90 days, Breeding
in caves hollows, buildings. a�� in� 

Twelve leathery eggs (up to 2 clutches per year)
s
le!

m intern�
lly 6 months before fertilisation.newly hatched young 450 mm. Females can ho ld P
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R ARE & ENDA  GE RE I) 
grams and there are no obvious diffc ences between the sexes. Females ar br-. e a le to produce offsprmg at a body Weigh 

Banded Hare-wallabv
. .k k t of one kilogram. Li e angaroos, females mate shortly after giving birth and ret .

re.
ain a dormant blastocyst, which can develo . 1 p if the pouch young is. ost. Pouch life is

b 0r their hare-like . t/1eir con-,mon name ecause '.I . 

Hare- 111a/labies 111ere given about six .months, with females generallyhaving a smgle offspnng ea�h year. Youngtypically leave the pouch m spring, at atime when food is abundant. BandedHare-wallabies are herbivorous, feedingon grasses, herbs and shrubs. They form asignificant portion of the diet of Wedgetailed Eagles on the islands, despite being largely nocturnal. This suggests they may 
also be active at dusk and dawn, co incid
ing with times when the eagles are foraging. 

speed and ability to j1m1p. 

AUGUST 1699, WILLIAM DAMPIER. ! landed on an island in Shark B�;'
Western Australia, and glimpsed a

Sort of Raccoon". This strange jumping 
creature with short forelegs was probably 
the first description of a Banded Hare
wallaby (Lagostrop/ws fascia/us) by a Euro
pean. About a hundred years later, 
Franr;:ois Peron collected the type speci
men from Bernier Island in Shark Bay, 
and recorded in detail a technique used 
for capturing them, providing valuable 
information on their habits at the same 
time. He descr ibed how they lived in 
patches of dense scrub thickets, which 
were crisscrossed with several covered 
paths that met in the centre. Beating the 
bushes with sticks would force the hare
wallabies out of one of these paths, where 
they would be greeted by hungry "sports
men". Peron described their flesh as being 
similar to Rabbit but tastier. 

At the time of colonisation, the Banded 
Hare-wallaby was also found in the south
west portion of Western Australia in areas 
of shrub woodland and shrubby sand 
plain. The last specimens from mainland 
Australia were collected in the wheat belt 
of Western Australia in 1906. This loss 

� pre-dated the arrival of the Fox by 15 � years, and was at about the same time that � Rabbits arrived in the area. Their extinc§ tion may have been due to a combination � of habitat alteration, caused by the intro
j duction of domestic stock and the burns ing of thickets of vegetation inhabited by 
l the hare-wallabies, hunting, and predation g by feral Cats. Fortunately, about 7,000 � animals survive on Bernier and Dorre � Islands in Shark Bay, which were declared 

nature reserves in 1957, and today the
species is classified as 'vulnerable'. 

Hare-wal labies were given their com
mon name because of their hare-like 
speed and ability to jump. W hile Rufous 
and Spectacled Hare-wallabies are s1111.1-
larly named, they belong to a separate 
genus, Lagorchestes. The Banded Hare
wallaby, having first been assigned to the 
genus Kangurus, and then variously to 
Macropus, Halmaturus and Lagorchestes, was 
finally assigned to its own genus, Lagostro

phus. It is readily identified by its naked 
muzzle, and also its striking banded 
colouration, known only in two other 
marsupials, the Numbat (Myrrnecobius fas
ciatus) and the extinct Thylacine (Thylaci
nus cynocephalus). The Banded Hare-wal
laby is the only survivor of a large group 
of 'sthenurine' macropods, characterised 
by their lower and upper incisors biting 
together. In all other species of hare-wal
laby, and in fact alJ other macropods, the 
lower incisors bite behind the upper 
incisors, and the rumps are unbanded. 
The other hare-wallabies also sport a 
hairy muzzle. 

Very little of the biology and habits of 
the Banded Hare-wallaby are known due 
to its rapid decline from the mainland 
after European settlement. However, the 
island populations have provided us with 
the chance to study this species in its nat
ural habitat. Banded Hare-wallabies shel
ter during the day amongst dense thickets 
of scrub, dominated by such species as 
Umbrella Bush (Acacia ligulata), Wire
wood (A. coriacea), Mingah bush (Alectry
on oleifolius) and the W ild Rose (Diplolae
na grandiflora). Adults average ·1 .6 kilo-

BY JACQUI RICHARDS & JEFF SHORT 
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An attempt to reintroduce Banded 
Hare-wallabies to nearby Dirk Hartog 
Island in the 1970s was unsuccessful. This 
island was chosen because it was free of 
Foxes and Rabbits, although Sheep, Goats 
and feral Cats were present. Predation by 
feral Cats, a prolonged drought, and graz
ing by Sheep and Goats were suspected as 
factors in their demise. 

Since the 1980s, there have been major 
advances in techniques for re-establishing 
native mammals in their former habitat. 
Several species have been successfully 
transferred to island or mainland sites
where predator numbers are controlled.
Our studies on Bernier and Dorre Islands 
have highlighted the dependence of 
Banded Hare-wallabies on dense shrubs 
for shelter. Knowledge of habitat require
ments and effective predator control may. 1 ss of future provide the keys to t 1e succe . B d d Hare-wal-rei ntrod uct10ns of the an e . 1 laby. Perhaps the time is ripe to try again. 
The Western Australian Department of 

d M oement has Conservation and Lan ana,, . · olony 111 recently established a captive c .1 A tralia win the south-west of Western us ' ' 
a view to doing just that. 

FURTHER READING '/ I TI e di,tr111·Short j. & Ti1mer B., ·J 992. 1 • • •, , 

d d a11d r11/011,tion and ab1111da11ce of the ball e · 
f . . I £ ciatus alH 

hare-1 11nllab1es Lagostrop rns as 
60. . B. 1 Conserv. . Laaorchestes hirsutus. 10 · 

b 

'/57-'166. 
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WILD TIIIN(;S 

Dune wars 
Along 011r te111perate shores, ecoloi,( iml 111ar /,as erupted. 

0 E OF THE TOUGHEST PLACE 

for planes to grow is on the 
strandline of beaches, just above 

high tide. Here the ground is unstable 
and infertile, plants are blasted by salt and 
sand, and king tides may strike. Very few 
plants can endure this cruel environment. 
Those chat do be t often have long creep
ing stems that climb the ever-shifting sands. 

In the northern half of Australia most 
of the trandline plants are wide-ranging 
Inda-Pacific species that presumably 
colonised Australia long ago via sea
borne seeds. They include Goat's-foot 
Convolvulus (Ipo111oea pes-caprae), Beach 
Bean ( Ca11a,1a/ia rosea) and Dune Bean 
( Vig11a 111ari11a). Our southern shores, by 
contrast, support a smalJ flora of endemic 
species, such as Hairy Spinifex (Spi11ifex 

serice11s), Grey Saltbush (Atriplex ci11erea) 

and Coast Festue (A11strefestuca littoralis). 

But two centuries of white settlement 
have wrought massive change. Along our 

temperate shores, ecological war has 
erupted. Ou

r native strandline plants have 
been forced into retreat by foreign 
invaders. It's an eco-tragedy that dates 
back to the days of wooden ships and 
clumsy colonial cows. 

When cargo ships have to travel empty 
they load up with ballast to maintain their 
stability at sea. Nowadays, sea water is 
pumped in as ballast, but during the 18th 
and ] 9th centur ies sand, shingle and 
rock were used. These materials, often 
taken from beaches near foreign ports, 
were dumped in Australia after ships 
berthed. Mixed up in the ballast were 
seeds of foreign strandline plants. 

Australia has gained dozens of beach
infesting weeds in this way, including sea 
rockets (Cakile species), Sea Spurge 
(E11phorbia paralias), ea Wheatgrass 
(Thinopyn11n j11nce1-1111) and Bitou Bu h 
( Chrysa11themoirles 111011ilifera rot1111rlata). As 
well, European Marram Grass (A111111ophi

BY TIM LOW 
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(Above) Bitou Bush, the weed that dominates New 
South Wales beaches, was introduced in dry 
ballast in 1908. 

(Left) Ecological warfare: American Dune 
Pennywort can be seen here taking over the 
habitat of the native Strand Sedge (left foreground) 

on a beach at Dee Why, Sydney. 

la are11aria) was sown long ago to stabilise 
dunes damaged by cattle grazing too near 
the sea. The sad fact is that some of these

foreign invaders are better adapted to alt 
and sea than our small suite of temperate 
species, and they are fast taking their place 
and redesionino our beaches along the

b b 

way. 
Marram ,ra s, now the dominant plant

along V ictorian shores, is a stout tussock
grass that facilitates development of steep,

tall dunes up to five metres high. Euro

pean Sea Rocket (Cakile 111ariti111a) builds

communitie. of low irreoular dunes . Sea' :::, . 

Wheatgrass, incredibly salt-tolerant, 15
b ·1d· h veru1 111g dunes nearer the water t an e , 
before; and on a vast spit on Wilson s
Promontory it has, over 30 years, built a
d · trcsune system 200 metres long, six 111e 
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high and nearly a kilometre long. As welJ, 
American Dune Pennywort (Hydrocotyle 
bo11arie11sis) is taking over from the native 
Strand Sedge ( Carex pu,ni/a) and Coast
Festue is losing ground to Marram Grass.
This invasion by foreign plants has been so
pervasive that few temperate beaches are
untouched. In books about vegetation,
Marram Grass, Dune Onion Weed (Ti'a
chyandra divaricata) and sea rockets are now
listed as dominant seashore plants. In no
other Australian habitat have foreign
mvaders won control with such ease.

The consequences of all this are serious.
Not only has the architecture of our
beaches changed forever, but the back
dune environment is suffering. Australian
strandline I . P ants are mostly low-growing
creepers that trap modest amounts of
sand I · 1 . 

, eav1ng argc volumes to blow
inland Th II c · ey a ow 1or an extensive back-
dune h b. 1 . . a 1tat, w 11ch supports a verydiverse fl A ora. ccordmg to geographer
J.D. Sauer (University of California, LosAngeles) th · fl , 1s ora 1s one of the richestdune flo· . I 1as 111 tie world, and its richnessowes p I art Y to the volume of sand blow-
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ing inland. Foreign invaders are now 

starving this system by trapping more sand 

near the sea. 

There is very little we can do about 

this. Foreign strandline plants are now 

entrenched over vast areas, their seeds and 
stems carried widely by waves. European 

Sea Rocket was do,ninant on Western 

Australian beaches by 1906. Our best 

hope is to stop further weeds joining their 

ranks. The newest beach invaders are 

escaped garden plants, with a recent sur

vey in Queensland recording 105 

species-a shocking finding. Although

very few of them are invading the strand,

their colonisation of the backdunes is

serious. Gardeners should be very careful

about what they grow near the sea and

never dump garden wastes. Dune systems

are incredibly prone to invasion because

they arc heavily disturbed by wind, waves

and wandering feet, disturbance often

creating the opportunity for invasion.

There is one item of consoling news in

all this. One of Australia's rare. t birds, the

Orange-bellied Parrot (Neopl1e111a chryso

gaster), has developed a taste for exotic

t 

I 

sea-rocket seeds. l n South Australia this 
threatened parrot has benefited from the 
takeover by foreign plants. 

FURTHER READING 

Bationo.ff, G.N. & Franks, A]., 1997. Inr,a

sion of sandy beaclifronts by ornaine11tal plant 

species i11 Q11eensla11d. Plant Protection 
Quarterly 12(4): 180-186. 

Caroli11, R. & Clarke, P, 1991. Beach 
plants of south eastern Australia. ai11ty & 

Associates: Syd11ey. 

Heyligers, PC., ·1985. Tl,e i111pact of i11tro

d11ced plants 011 fored1111e for111atio11 i11 south

eastern A11stmlia. Proc. Ecol. Soc. Aust. 
14: 23-41. 

Sa11e1; J.D., 1985. Ho111 and 111/,y is A11s
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I I lo \ h I\ WI\� ( ( l I I >, 
it w;1� l.1tl' July 
I 990, am! Wl' \Vl'IT 
diving �outh of 

Bare Island in the Uotany lhy cl1;111ncl. I 
waited for my buddy Oil top o( the reef 
wall, in an eerie green twilight 14 111ctrcs 
below the surface. In front o( nil' the 
sheer wall dropped four metres into sand. 
As I waited, two Port Jackson Sharks (/ let
erodo11t11s por/11.�jarkso111) swam into view, 
one riding on top of the other, the top 
shark biting the one beneath. Having read 
of hark courtship behaviour, I watched 
the pair with intere. t a they swam back 
and forth along the wall. I felt omewhat 
of a voyeur, yet al o compelJed to wi tness 
the act unfolding before me. My musing 
ended when Ben truggled out of the 
gloom, i suing bursts of air like a steam 
train. His exertions were due to an anchor
that he had alvaged and lashed about his
wai t. eedless to ay, the amorous pair
arced at his approach and swam off

Although I was tempted to lash the
anchor around his neck, this brief

28 

l'II\Ollllll'I of 111111c w1tl1 l'orl J;1tkc.<,n 
:-,'1 ,11 k� w,1s to begJ11 ,1 lrn1g-tcrrll 111ttrC:\t 
111 tl ie �peL Je�, which I 1oqcrc:d durwg 
subseqlll'lil years or IT\l',lll.h Oil tht c:co]
ogy or New South Wales toa\tal rcc:fs. 

l'orl Jackson Sharb ,ll'l' horn sharb 
(f.1111ily I lcterodontidac:), so namc:d 
because of the raised crests above: thc:ir 
<:yes. I lorn sharks also have a spine m 
front of cach dorsal fin. The: spines arc 
associated with venom glands, and are 
used in defence against predators. 
especially by juvenile sharks. These 
calcified dorsal spines are well preserved 
as fossils and, along with their dentition, 
are often the only parts of the shark chat 
are found. The fossil remains of horn 
sharks have been recovered from Lace 
Oligocene to Early Miocene (24-19-
million-year-old) rocks in Victoria, and 
from Late Jurassic (150-million-year-old) 
and Cretaceous (144-66-million-year
old) deposits in Europe. 

There are eight living specie of horn 
sharks, three of which are found in 
Australian waters. All are of moderate 

size compared to other hark species. and

gener,1lh· reach a little over a metre Jll 
- . 

. I kngth. Porr J.Kkson harks are one of ne

Lug sr species. reaching 1.65 metres. 
Horn sh,irks ,ire bo-rrom dwellers thJt

',H mollu. cs. crustaceans, echinodert
,lll :l fohes. Their reeth are adapted or

,.,. 'n 'ralist' i ft'edi1w. The front reerli ,irt'
� � ... �slurp .111d 1�1prori,1l. ideal tor seizing P 

l - l I · 1 I t. l ·k reeth .trt'
j,11,· 1 ,1, hs 1 'S. ". 11 e r 1e o, c 1. ·hi1Jl' 3111 

tlnr 'ned ,111d rounded tor crm " ,
1 

. . :i . such ·1 
1•n11d111,.,. \\'dl-.ll'J110t1ret pre) � � • i iJf( JI 
,11,1il, .md sc.1 urchins. This bro,H 1 

. 
_11 . :i rhe sur,·11, lit -h r,, h.1,·c ,.,.re.1rlv ,1 .. 1srec · 
1 . � . · k -luring p.t' 

.llld -n,hltlt)ll ot rhese shar s 1 

t�1un,1l d1.m�e, in rhc oceans. 

I encou11-

T
l ll l\)IU )'\l'1'Sl1 HARKS .. ,d. 

h i nw'1,1t1 
t 'rt'd ,H l3.1 re Island ,ic " 

G �11111
'
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from the deeper offshore waters of the 
continental shelf. These sharks migrate 
onto near-shore reefs every year from July 
to October to reproduce. Large groups of
Port Jackson Sharks gather in ledges and 
caves close to shore, at sites along the New
South Wales coast from Newcastle to
Eden Fen I I k . . · 1a e s 1ar s, their abdomens dis-
tended wit! 
d 

1 eggs, rest together during the 
ay, often wit!, d f . d .. d I ozens o 111 1v1 ua s 

packed int . I 
fi 

O a sing e cave. About two to 
ive weeks aft ' er mat111g, each female lays
two corkscr 1·k 
r 

ew- 1 e eggs (which are pecu-
iar to horn sharks) every two weeks with
a total of 1 0 16 

, 

in 1 
- eggs being produced dur-

g tie reprod . t k 
uct1ve penod. The eggs

a e up t 
for d

. 0 a year to hatch into fully
111e Juv ·1 

se 
eni es. Some females have been 

en gent! Y carry111g a newly laid egg 111
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their mouth and wedging it into a suitable

crevice. However, not all females secure

their eggs in this fashion, as many eggs

wash ashore during spring, killing the

developing sharks. In contrast to the gen

tle treatment of eggs by females, male

horn sharks are known to crush them and

eat their contents. 

Most of what we know about Port

Jackson Sharks comes from the

pioneering studies of Ken O'Gower and

n ... obert McLaughlin (University of New 

South Wales) and Alan Nash (Prince of 

Wales Hospital). They found that the

species may live for over 30 years, and

that sexual maturity occurs at 8-10 years

in males and 11-14 years in females.

F rom genetic sampling, O'Gower and

Nash determined that there arc two

(Above) Port Jackson Sharks are horned sharks, 

so named because of the raised crests above 

their eyes. 

(Left) Port Jackson Sharks have prominent spines

in front of each dorsal fin, with associated venom

glands. These spines may deter predators,

especially in juvenile sharks.
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WHllE MAU PORT JACKSON SHARKS MUST 

at s01ne titne mate with fewiales) this has 

rarely been tvitnessed in the wild. 

major populations of Port Jackson 
Sharks-an eastern population ranging 
from Bass trait to northern New South 
Wales, and a western population from 
Victoria to Western Au tralia. Tagging 

::i studies showed the eastern sharks migrate 
� large distances each year (600-800 
� kilometres) between their feeding 
1 grounds in Bass trait and reproductive 
� aggregations along the New South Wales 
g coast. Female sharks were also found to 
� use the same resting areas over 
� consecutive years, although whether 
� these areas are the same as where they 
; hatched and lived as juveniles is 
6 unknown. The movements of Port 

Jackson Sharks, both about inshore reefs 
and on a larger scale during migrations, 
led O'Gower to speculate that these 
sharks have a complex spatial memory of 
the reef areas used for reproduction, and 
other resting sites along their migratory 
route. 

A curious feature of Port Jackson Shark 
aggregations is that most of the sharks are 
female, with five to ten females for every 
male shark. This uneven ratio is not due 
to any sex differences at hatching, as 
there are roughly equal numbers of male 
and female juveniles; and the numbers of 
adult male and female sharks caught in 
shark nets off New South Wales beaches 
are also the same. So why are there so 
few males found 111 the breeding 
aggregations' 

W hile male Port Jackson Sharks must 
at some time mate with females, this has 
rarely been witnessed in the wild-my 
chance encounter with their mating 
behaviour being one of the few 

(Above) Egg-case strandings are a natural 
cause of mortality for Port Jackson Sharks. In 
some cases many wash ashore, as seen here

� at Jervis Bay, New South Wales. 

� (Right) This juvenile Port Jackson Shark 
; hatched from its egg as a miniature copy of its 
� parents. Seagrasses, such as the Halophila sp. 
� pictured, are an important nursery habitat for
� the juveniles, and are often damaged by 
;;; human activities.
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observations. T he reason for the scarcity 
of information about mating in Port 
Jackson Sharks is probably due to their 
nocturnal habits, with most of the 
'action' occurring at night. It is possible 
that male sharks move into breeding 
aggregations at night, and the few males 
seen during the day are stragglers. 
However, my encounters with the males 
of this species suggest another possibility. 
On several occasions during daylight 
dives near aggregations of Port Jackson 
Sharks, I was closely approached and 
inspected by very active male sharks. In 
contrast nearby female sharks remained 
resting in caves and ledges, not at aU 
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Port Jackson Shark 
Heterodontus portusjacksoni 

Classification 
Family Heterodontidae (3 spp. in Aust. waters). 

Identification 
Medium-sized shark reaching 1.65 m in length. Head blunt with raised
crests above eyes. Spines in front of both dorsal fins. Upper body grey to
light brown, with white belly. Distinctive black harness-like pattern 
extends from head to dorsal and pelvic fins. Males smaller than females. 
Males have prominent claspers that extend behind pelvic fins. 

Distribution and Habitat 
Continental shelf waters around southern Aust. from Byron Bay (NSW) to 
Houtman Abrolhos (WA), from near shore to 275 m depth. When inshore, 

adults frequent reef areas with caves and ledges. Juveniles inhabit 

sheltered estuaries and coastal reefs. 

Behaviour 
Nocturnal predator of sea urchins, molluscs, crustaceans and fishes. 

Adults from eastern population migrate from feeding grounds in Bass 

Strait to reproductive areas along NSW coast each year. Females rest 

during day in caves and ledges. Males found near aggregated females 

are often active. 

Reproduction 
Adult sharks aggregate from July-Oct. to reproduce. Mating probably

occurs at night. Females lay 10-16 corkscrew-like eggs each year, which

hatch 9-12 months later depending on water temperature. Males reach

maturity at about 70 cm after 8-10 years, females at about 90 cm after

11-14years. 

Status .
h. d d t t· f Not considered threatened, however overf1s ing an es rue ion o 

juvenile nursery areas could weaken populations. 
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(Above l The raptorial front teeth of this Port 
Jackson Shark are stained purple from consuming 
the sea urchin Centrostephanus rodgersii (right). 
The sensitive nasal cavities can also be seen. 
These help the shark locate prey beneath the 
sediments. 

(Far right) A male Port Jackson Shark resting at 
the entrance to a cave at Bare Island, in Botany 
Bay. Male sharks are easily distinguished from 
females by their prominent claspers, which lie 
beneath the second dorsal fin. 
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. ed in my presence. I suspect the 
· 1re1esr 
ii 

. of these male sharks may be a
acnons

. ··aJ response, their unusual 
cernco1 I, 

d S beina an attempt to drive off a
bol nes "' . . . 

· I compet1to1 fo1 mates. uch
orent1a . 

P . ··aJ behaviour would expla111 the
cernto1 i, 

niber of males found in breeding
Jow nu 
. aareaacions. 
,Joo ::, 

0ll..T JACKSON SHAllKS play an impor

P tant role in the marine ecosystem in

I .11 Australia. The large numbers,our1e1 . . · 
tlier on inshore reefs during winter

chat ga 
d .1·11a consume an enormous amount

an sp1 " 

of invertebrates. On New South Wales

reefs, their prey includes the large black

ll·cliin Ce11trosteµha1111s rodrzersii, whose
seat 

c 

Vnina season coincides with thespa1 " 
. · ,•I of the sharks. These sea urch111saJ fl\ (I 

emerge at night from sheltering ledges

and crevices to graze on seaweeds. W ith

out predators such as Port Jackson Sharks

to keep their numbers in check, they cre

ate large 'barren' areas devoid of seaweeds

and associated fauna. Port Jackson S harks, 

with their predilection for herbivorous 

invertebrates, thus play an important 
predatory role in the food web of coastal 
reefs. But they too have their predators 
and parasites, including other sharks and 
humans. They are caught by both com
mercial and recreational fishermen but are 
not eaten, and there is little information 
on the numbers killed each year. The 
effects of human activity on their repro
duction and nursery areas, especially 
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PORT JACKSON SHARKS 

play an 

1n1portant 

predatory role 

in the food web 

of coastal 

reefs. 

Botany Bay and Sydney Harbour, are also 
unknown. 

Port Jackson Sharks are cur rently not 
regarded as threatened because they 
occur along the entire southern coast of 
Australia below 30" S latitude. However, 
like other sharks that take many years to 
mature and reproduce, Port Jackson 
Shark numbers could be dangerously 
reduced by overfishing, and by 
destruction of coastal habitats important 
to the survival and growth of young 
sharks. It would be a dreadful shame if 
the existence of these ancient mariners, 
which have managed to survive for 
millions of years and to ride out the 
various changes in the oceans in the past, 
were threatened by the activities of just 
one species. Hopefully, though, our 
interference will represent just another 

challenge to these enduring sharks.
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Australian waters. Pp. 529-544 in Sensory 
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E.S. Hodgson and R.F Mathewson. Office 
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CARY ROGERS RECENTLY COMPLETED 
HIS DOCTOR.AL STUDIES IN THE SCHOOL 
OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES, ON 
THE CHEMICAL ECOLOGY AND BIOLOGY 
OF THE HER.BIVOllOUS MARINE MOLLUSC 
APLYSIA. HIS R.E EAR.CH INTERESTS 
INCLUDE THE ECOLOGY OF COASTAL 
WATER.S, PARTICULARLY R.EEF AREAS. 
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THE WEDGE-TAILED EAGLE

IS THE LARGEST OF THE THREE EAGLE SPECIES

FOUND IN AUSTl"tALIA, AND ONE OF THE LARGER.

The wind has raised this bird's neck 
feathers, giving it a rather unusual 
appearance. The prominent beak -
and naked skin around the eyes are 
two features that help identify 
Wedge-tailed Eagles when they are 
on the ground. The shear size of 
them, their heavily 'trousered' legs 
3.rnd large, strong talons are also 
dead giveaways. 

EAGLE SPECIES IN THE WOR .. LD.

BY PAULA WINKEL 





I
� YOU LOOK WAY I TO TIIE 

distance you 111ight see one flying
a small shape just above the horizon 
with slightly bowed-up wings; the 

slow, almost languid flap of large wings, 
followed by a long glide. As it gets clos
er, you may sec it ride up with the ther
mals, circling higher and higher, until 
disappearing from sight. With finger-like 
wing feathers and wedge-shaped tail, it 
makes its way over Australia's aerial high
ways with ease. The Wedge-tailed Eagle 
(llq11ila a11rfax = Latin for bold eagle) is 
distinctive-even at a distance-once 
you know what you are looking for. 

In my quest to find out what the 
Wedge-tailed Eagle wa eating in north
western Queensland (for my Honours 
degree project), I soon learned how to 
spot them ... and many other things 
about their high-flying lifestyle. 

With a wingspan of 1.8 to an impres
sive 2.5 metres, the Wedge-tailed Eagle is 
the largest of the three eagle species 
found in Australia, and one of the larger 
eagle species in the world. It can be 
found all over Australia-from desert and 
arid environments, to savanna lands, 
forests (mountain, subalpine and littoral), 
and occasionally rainforest areas. But as 

any wise predator is wont to do, Australia's 
bold eagle tends to steer clear of areas 
heavily populated by humans. 

One can generally pick the age of a 
Wedgic by its colour. Young birds are light 
brown with straw-coloured bands on the 
wing covcrts, and straw-coloured feathers 
over the head and back of the neck. Older 
birds present a much more dignified and 
sombre appearance. They go for basic 
black, with their white under-feathers 
only showing through when the wind ruf
fles them. The basic black of older birds is 
sometimes broken with the faintest hint of 
gold epaulets on the shoulders, the only 
colour that remains of the juveniles' gold
en mantle. A large pale beak, and pale feet 
at the end of strong legs trousered in 
feathers, complete the ensemble. Howev
er, Mother Nature rarely deals a straight 
hand. Although a dark Wedgic is always 
an older bird (at least five to seven years of 
age) and the blacker the plumage the older 
it is , a brown and gold eagle is not neces
sarily a young one, as some individuals 
retain their juvenile plumage for the 
whole of their lifespan. 

Breeding pairs of Wedge-tailed Eagles 
establish a territory that they use all year 
round. The size of their territory general-

ly depends on the density of prey, and the 
birds seem to keep their territories, and 
perhaps their mates, for life. Eggs are laid 
from around April to September
although this depends on where the bird� 
are in Australia. Food availability and sea
sonal conditions determjne whether and 
when they start breeding. 

Normally a breeding pair builds two or 
three nests within its territory. The nests 
are generally u ed on a rotational basis as 
the years go by. With a good eye for real 
estate, and remembering the catchphrase 
'position, position, position', Wedge
tailed Eagles choose nest sites with a good 
view-usually the tallest tree in the area. 
In the case of one pair that I saw out Bou- � 
lia way, the birds had made do with all � 
that was available-a short stumpy Acacia � 
that was no taller than two metres! g 
Wedge-tailed Eagles have also bee,; � 
known to nest on cliffs and there have 

Birds of prey don't have the ability to pick out all 
the hair, scales and bones from their prey. Instead 
the crop acts as a gathering place for all the hard 
and indigestible materials, which are regurgitated 
as a pellet when the crop is full. The shape and 
size of these_pellets often give clues as to what 
species of raptor is responsible for them, and their 
contents are invaluable in identifying what prey 
items occur in their diets. 

Aer_ial acr�ba�ics �r ·cartwheeling' in the sky is sometimes seen in mated pairs of Wed e-tailed Ea · during temtonal disputes. With talons sometimes locking together this can be f t I f  
g
b_ d h 

gles, particularly durmg the nest-building phase, and also 
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, a a or ir s t at refuse to let go. 
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This adult Wedge-tailed Eagle stands over a kangaroo carcass. Due to the size of the k�n�aroo, it is. 
unlikely that this bird was responsible for its death, and more likely a case of opportunistic scavenging 
on the eagle's behalf. 
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Wedge-tailed Eagle 
Aquila audax 

Classification 
Family Accipitridae. Mainland subspecies, Aquila audax audax,
Tasmanian subspecies, A. a. fleayi. 

Identification 
Very large raptor with prominent head and pale beak. Long feathered legs,
pale feet with black talons, and, most distinctively, a wedge-shaped tail.
Black with lighter feathers on the upper part of wings and sometimes
across nape. Juveniles are brown in colour, with straw-coloured wing
coverts, head and neck. Body length 85-106 cm; wingspan 1.8-2.5 m;
average male weight 3.2 kg; average female weight 4.2 kg.

Distribution and Habitat 
Desert and arid areas, savanna and forests. Prefers open or lightly
wooded areas. Sometimes seen around rainforests. Australia-wide, but
away from densely populated areas. Populations range from rare to
locally common depending on area, habitat and food availability.

Breeding 
Mates for life, lays 1-3 eggs Apr.-Sept. in shallow depression of large
cup-shaped nest made of sticks and branches. Incubation by both
parents. Eggs hatch after 43 days; 70-88 days before able to fly. Young
leave parents' territory at 8 months of age. Breeding age at about 6-7
years. May live for 40' years. 

Diet 
Hunts for prey as well as eating fresh carrion. 

Parental devotion. These young chicks are being 
sheltered from the rain. If they get too wet and 
cold at this age, they may not su�ive. Note the 

1 large size of the nest, the small size of the act�a
ht nest bowl and the fresh green foliage on the 119 

hand side of the nest. 

f I · a on theeven been records o t 1em nestm,, 
around when trees are scarce. 
b 

d . � The nests are usually locate 111 
. s Thisforked branches of very strong nee · 

. . -�c�a1s important as the average wei,,_ 
d
·

. . E l t is ina tnest 1s 400 kilograms. ac 1 nes 
d ll b ·anches,up of dead sticks an sma 1' 

. J 80 cen-shaped mto a bowl around 70-
l 111etrestimetres across and up to t 1ree 

c the eogs,deep. The depression 1or ".
1,d . \" 1ed daI \ thouoh is quite shallow an 1s 11 •• 

. 
b ' 

. l the eg_!;) with fresh leaves and twigs w ien 
b�

( ) . about co one to three, usually two a1e' . by 
laid. After about 43 days of incubano

l
n -

ks Tl c11c · both parents the e<Ygs hatch. ie 
1 ' ,:, 

h. do\VI, are covered in a fine, snowy w ite 
·k

d \t'S b\.I<a sharp contrast to the a u · 

G ,ooo 
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plumage. The chicks are fed by food col
lected by both parents, but the male tends 
to do most of the hunting (being smaUer 
and far more agile than the larger female), 
especially when the young are small. 

Occasionally some lethal skulduggery 
goes on between the chicks. W hile not so 
common in the Wedge-tailed Eagle 
(unlike some other eagle species), the 
older (usually by about four days) and thus 
larger chick may intimidate and physically 
attack its younger and smaller sibling in 
order to get the full attention of its parents 
and the food. If hunting is good, though, 
the chances of the adults successfully rais
ing all their chicks is excellent. For their 
size, Wedge-tailed Eagles are remarkably
shy around their nests, and disturbances
from loud noises to nosy biologists pop
ping in to check on the chicks-can make
them abandon their eggs or ncstlings.
About 70 to 88 days after hatching, the
chicks have gone from being cute balls of

NATURE AUSTRALIA Sl'RING 2000 

e-tailed Eagle chicks can fly. The chick on the left is larger and 
It will be a while before these two We_dg 

I tl e eggs are layed over the course of a few days and, 
better developed than its sibl_ing. This is norma 

I�\ I should survive to fledge if the food is plentiful. 
therefore, hatch at different times. Both these c uc s 
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fluffy white down, through the incredibly

unattractive and dishevelled look of first

feathers, co straw-streaked juveniles on L

l"tes The fledalinas aenerally leave their
p,, . t, v ::,. . 

parents' territories at about eight months

of age. 
Wedge-tailed Eagles may not reach sex-

ual maturity until rhey are about six or 

seven years of age. This means, for six or 

so years after leaving the nest, they main

ly just hunt and travel around Australia. 

What a life' Sometimes they stay in the 

one area, or they may keep moving along 

a route, where food is locally abundant. A 

banding study of Western Australian 
Wedgies found the average distance juv
eniles dispersed from the nest was 228 
kilometres. One bird was recorded having 
travelled 784 kilometres from its nest in 
l I months. Another report from Queens
land (in 1970) cold of a seven-month-old 
eagle that travelled 868 kilometres from 
its hatching area! It is at this stage of their 
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lives when Wedge-tailed Eagles come 
into most conflict with humans. 

T
HE LAR.GE SIZE of the Wedge-tailed 
Eagle means it can utilise a wide 

range of live prey-from small lizards to 
large kangaroos. Wedge-tails arc also con
summate scavengers. They are true mas
ters at spotting the recently deceased. 
This increases their dietary range consid
erably, for when an animal is dead, its size 
does not matter. Using their powerful 
beak, Wedgies can get past the strongest 
of hides. 

Wedge-tailed Eagles are not the swift 
aerial hunters that the Peregrine Falcons 
are (see Nature Aust. Spring 1998). 
Wedge-tails are built for taking prey on 
the ground, and will even work together 
to kill larger species. Although they are 
capable of lifting prey items up to five 
kilograms in weight (which is more than 
their own body weight), they generally 

dispatch and consume lizard ' s over 4 grams (such as Thorny Dev·! 0
d I. 

Is, blue tongue 1zards, goannas) grot d f, -. . 
, 111 - ora mg birds over I 00 grams (parrot d g-E A . s, ovcs . mus, ustralian l3ustards) a d ·, 

I h . h 
, n inan1 ma s, w 1c make up the bulk 

,v, d . ' d. of a we g1e s 1et, over 500 grams (P b . . '-a bns possums, gliders, Cats Dogs pi.gl k ·, 
. . ' , ets, an-ga1 oos, wallab1cs, rock-wallabies k , rat- an-garoos, lambs, calves, Goats, Foxes) F. h

· h · IS remams ave even been found . . . at some nest sites on Bernier Island Weste A . , rn us-tralia, but these are presumed t h 0 ave been scavenged from the tidal 
. zone. Clearly, Wedgies are not fussy eatersThey will hunt and consume whate .· 

. ver 1s 
available. But while l wouldn't want to 
call Wedg

_
e-tails 'lazy', they usually go for

fresh carrion rather than hunt somethin 
if the choice is available. 

g 

Like many predators, Wedge-tailed 
Eagles have had a chequered relationship 
with pastoralists and other primary pro-



ducers. W hat is a farmer to think when he 
sees a huge predatory bird sitting on the 
fresh carcass of one of his livestock? Natu
rally, he assumes the worst, as did many 
people before him. During the 1970s, 

bounties, and indiscriminate poisonin,�"'
and shooting campaigns led to the death 

of about 30 ,000 birds a year. This was all 
rather unfortunate for the Wedge-tailed 
Eagle, as it really is not the major live

stock-killer that people thought it was, 
but rather prefers eating already-dead live

stock and hunting Rabbits and native ani

mals. 

Luckily thing have changed and the 
birds are only allowed to be killed if fauna 

authorities find that they have become a 

problem with pastoralists in a particular 

area. Illegal killing still occurs, although 

thankfully not with the same passion as 

before. This is not to say that the Wedo-e-
:::, 

tailed Eagle has been an 111nocent 

bystander, unjustly accused of crimes it 
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(Above) A portrait of maturity. The dark plumage of this Wedge-tailed 
Eagle indicates that it is a fully mature bird, probably over seven years of 
age (but perhaps as old as 40 years). The prominent and powerfully 
hooked beak is perfect for tearing into carcasses and is strong enough to 
break bones and get through thick hides. 

(Left) Up, up and away! Wedge-tailed Eagles can take off from the ground, 
although there is more than a little effort involved! They can also pick up 
prey from the ground and fly with it, as long as it is not too heavy. Note the 
colour of the feathers over the 'shoulders', the tail that is fanned out into 
the wedge shape, and the 'fingering' of the feathers at the end of the wing. 
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(Above) The nests of Wedge-tailed Eagles are very large, so they only occur in trees with strong forkedbranches to support their weight. This tree also has open areas that give the parents good views of thesurrounding area. If there are no trees around, Wedge-tailed Eagles have been known to nest on cliffsand even occasionally on the ground.
(Bel�w) The Wedge-tailed Eagle shown here is probably having a bit of fun, as they are not built for chasing down prey on the ground. At a kill site, most smaller raptors and birds will usually wait untilthe Wedge-tailed Eagle has finished eating before dashing in to snatch a bit of food. This crow mayhave presumed too much! 
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did not commit. Wedgies do attack, and 
kill, perfectly viable young livestock. But, 
as I found in my study, as did others 

before me, when they do go for livestock, 
they generally go for weak, orphaned 

individuals and those that are about to 
breathe their last (whose numbers can be 
quite hioh in maroinal country). The fact 

b b 

that farmers also tend to get large num-
bers of transient Wedge-tails (aU those 

non-breeding adolescent birds!) arriving 
on their properties just as lambing starts, 
really doesn't help. Farmers don't have 
time to observe wildlife all day, and what 

they see on occasion tends to look a little 
incriminating for the eagles. 

Many of the animals Europeans brought 

to Australia were just the right size for a
Wedoe-tail to munch on and today, 111 

b 

some areas, the bird's diet can be made up 

almost entirely of introduced species.

Rabbits alone can constitute up to 90 pei:
cent of a Wedge-tail's diet. In areas 01

Australia where Rabbits are few and for

Q eensbetween (such as north-western u 
land), the Wedge-tailed Eagle tends to

have a larger proportion of native animals

in its diet, and a wider range of intro

duced animals as well, such as piglets, Cats

and, of coune, Shee� 
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Wedge-tails continue to adapt to 

humans and human-related occurrences
in their environment. For example, with 
increasing numbers of cars on outback 
roads, road kills have been an unexpected 
benefit for them. Although road kills are a 

very exploitable food source for the
eagles, many a bird has lost its life to the 
vehicle that provided the meal. They 

often gorge themselves so much that they 

can't take off fast enough to avoid 
oncoming cars. W iser, more experienced 

individuals discard dignity and break out 

into a scrambling, bouncing run to the 

side of the road as traffic approaches. 

T
HE FUTURE FOi?.. the Wedge-tailed

Eagle is a little uncertain. W hile 

there is no danger of them dying out, 
there is a small dark cloud on their gener

ally bright horizon. 

On the up side, today's farmers are a 

generally more enlightened lot than their 

forebears. Most appreciate the benefits of 

having a couple of Wedge-tails on the 

place. The birds hunt the ferals and clean 

up the carcasses, which means that 

blowflies have fewer places to breed-a 

huge plus for Sheep farmers. Habitats and 

stretches of remnant vegetation, thanks to 

the efforts of Landcare and other organi

sations, are also being revegetated and 

conser ved, which bodes well for the 

Wedgie's nesting and resting places. 

On the down side, the release of the 

Rabbit calicivirus will affect the Wedge

tailed Eagle population. Some Wedge

tails depend solely on Rabbits as their 

food source. With the Rabbit population 

rapidly decreasing in some parts of Aus

tralia, Rabbit-'dependent' Wedge-tails 

will have to go 'cold turkey' and switch to 

a more 'native' diet like their counterparts 

in non-Rabbit areas of Australia. Desper

ate eagles may even look with a sharper 

eye at some of the younger and smaller 
livestock on farms. 

Wedge-tailed Eagles are survivors, and 
evolution has made sure that their diet is 

not restricted to only a few animal 

species-that would be catastrophic in a 
land that is subject to droughts, and sea
sonal expansion and shrinkage of animal 

populations. Most of our native species 

have adapted to respond to Australia's 

ever-changing environmental conditions, 

as has the Wedge-tailed Eagle. But most 
amazingly, the Wedge-tail has even man
aged to benefit from some of the changes
created by humans (even though this

NATURE AUSTRALIA SPRING 2000 

sometimes brings them into conflict with 
us). 

o next time you arc away from the
city, and inland a bit, look out above the 
horizon. hade your eyes and maybe you 
will see the bowed-up wings of a Wedge
tailed Eagle as it majestically circles up 
into the sky, forever on the lookout for a 
meal. You can then nudge your compan
ion, point and say "Hey, that's Aq11ila 
a11rlax out there ... " because now you 
know what to look for. 
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PAULA W INKEL COMPLETED HER 

HONOURS DEGREE PROJECT AT 

JAMES COOK UNIVERSITY OF NORTH 

QUEENSLAND ON THE DIET OF THE 

W EDGE-TAILED EAGLE. SHE IS 

URR.ENTLY COMPLETING A MASTERS 

DEGlliE THEIU ON THE ECOLOGY OF 

THE PROSERPINE ROCK-WALLABY AND 

IS EMPLOYED AS A RANGER FOR THE 

TOWNSVILLE Ross DAM AND 

CATCHMENT AREA. 

This adult bird has picked a good spot to perch. Wedge-tailed Eagles usually choose strong branches 
in tall trees that have little foliage around them, as it makes it easier for take-off and landing, and also 
provides a good view of the surro�nding countryside. Fence posts 

_
also make �reat resting spots, and 

when there is nothing else they w,11 stand on the ground or on a bit of fallen timber. 
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MARSUPIAL 'LIONS' WERE EXTRAORDINARY BEASTS, 

DISTINGUISHED BY ENORMOUS MEAT-SHEARING CHEEK-TEETH 

AND BUILT-IN FLICK-BLADE-LIKE CLAWS ON THEIR THUMBS. 

M
_
OVEOVER 

S ---= �-TOOTH 

TIGER 
BY STEPHEN WROE 

T HAS BEEN CLAIMED THAT, AMONG AUSTRALIAN MARSUPIAL 

carnivores, none was very large. Indeed, recent authors 
have described Australia's largest-ever marsupial predator 
to have been about the size of a large wolf or Leopard. As 
I stared into the empty orbits .. ?fa Pleistocene Marsupial 

'Lion' (Thylacoleo carnifex) skull-aln1ost 26 centimetres long and 
23 centimetres wide-I wondered if those who had made these 

i claims had ever seen fossils of this remarkable beast. Someone must 
2, 

� have once considered this anin1al to have been a truly forn1idable 
; predator, otherwise it would never have been called a marsupial 
!;; 

� 'lion'. In fact, my own hunch had long been that T carnifex was 
,.. 

� Australia's answer to those paragons of the n1ammalian carnivore 
§ universe-the extinct sabre-toothed 'tigers' (Smilodon) fron1 North
� and South An1erica.

An illustration of Thylaco/eo carnifex-an impressive carnivore whose fossil remains have been found across 

the length and breadth of Australia. 

G ,ooo 
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That Australia was perceived as a conti
nent never graced by large warm-blooded 
carnivores had always bugged me. In late 
1998, reading a review of a colleague's 
article finally drove me to action. Anna 
Gillespie, pursuing her PhD at the Uni
versity of New South Wales, had just sub
mitted a summary of marsupial 'lion' evo
lution. In it she noted that the family, 
Thylacoleonidae, included species rang
ing from the size of a Domestic Cat to 
that of a Lion. The reviewer took excep
tion to the proposition that any marsupial 
'lions' grew to be as big as the 'King of 
Beasts', observing that most scientists had 
compared Thylacoleo carn!fex to the Leop
ard. In this the reviewer was right. The 
problem was, we were convinced that 
'most scientists' were wrong. 

A review of the literature did nothing 
to instil confidence in previous estimates 
of marsupial 'lion' size. In fact, it became 
clear that none of the estimates amounted 
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OVER 25 MILLION YEARS AGO, 

the first recognisable ancestors of 
the Pleis tocene Marsupial 'Lion' began 

taking their first tentative steps on the road 
to a fully carnivorous lifestyle. 

to anything more than educated guess
work. In 1984, Peter Murray (Central 
Australian Museum) reckoned Tl,ylacoleo 

cnm!fex may have reached up to I 00 kilo
grams, but in 1991 Tim Flannery (now at 
the outh Australian Museum) suggested 
50-70 kilograms for the beast (see at11re

A11st. W inter 1991). Tim revised this
down further to 40-60 kilograms in his
1994 book, Tl,e f11t11re eaters. Most recent
ly Esmce Webb (Yamaji Language Cen
tre) suggested that T cam!fex was a 20-

I I desperate
kilogram animal. C ear Y, 

/ · yt,1,taro c'Oaction was needed. At this rate 
d

. ar alto-
rnm!fex seemed fated to 1sappe, ' 

1 
d d ther two co -o-ether l Anna an I, an ano "' 

. . of New
leao-ues Troy Myers (Un1vers1ty 

0 ' 

w, 11 (Flinders
outh Wales) and R .od we s 

I I Illauer.University) resolved to sett e ne , 
. . he on�As things stood, Australia was t 

I d neve1
continent bar Antarctica, that ,a 

l ' . · pre< a-had a bona fide mammalian supei-
1 ad was,tor, while the biggest thing we l, 

• , 
h ninute.

evidently, getting smaller by t e 1 

, 10110 
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This had become a matter of more than 

scientific significance ... national pride 
was at stake! 

W
AY UACK IN the Oligocene, over 25 

million years ago, the first recog

nisable ancestors of the Pleistocene Mar

supial 'Lion' began taking their first ten

tative steps on the road to a fully carniv

orous lifestyle. Small, with poorly devel

oped canine teeth and a distinctly vege

tarian heritage, any casual observer at the 

time might well have voted them as the 

marsupial carnivore family least likely to 

succeed. But succeed they did. Eight 

species of marsupial 'lions' arc now 
recognised, and Anna is about to describe 
at least two more. The pinnacle of mar
supial 'lion' evolution was the most 
recent species, Thylacoleo carnifex, a wide

ly distributed and common find in fossil 

deposits across the length and breadth of 

Australia. Precisely when the last died out 
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Reconstruction of the sabre-toothed 'tiger' 
(Smilodon fatalis). one of the best known of 
fossil mammals. The remains of this big cat have 
been found in large numbers at the Rancho La 
Brea tar pits of Los Angeles. Although shorter in 
head-body length than a modern Lion, it was far 
more robust and may have weighed 1.5 to 2 times 
as much. Smilodon fatalis was one of three 
species of the genus Smilodon. A smaller and 
older species, S. graci/is, is thought to have 
weighed about 80 kilograms. 

is unclear, although it was probably with
in the last 50,000 years or so. Plcistocene 
Marsupial 'Lions' were extraordinary 
beasts, distinguished by enormous meat

shearing cheek-teeth (carnassials) and 

built-in flick-blade-like claws on their 

thumbs. Their meat-butchering carnas

sials were the largest of any known mam

malian predator, living or extinct. In 

terms of its dentition, many scientists 

now believe that T carnifex was the most 

specialised mammalian carnivore of all 

time. 

However, this was not always the case. 

For decades following Sir Richard 

Owen's description of Thylacoleo carnifex 

back in 1859, marsupial 'lion' biology 

was the subject of ongoing controversy 

(see Nature A11st. ummer 1999). Adrnit

tedly Owen, an em.inent palaeontologist 

of the 19th century, made some serious 

mistakes in his professional lifetime and 

backed some well-known losers. Posteri

ty may well best remember him for his 

steadfast and vocal opposition to the the-

Skulls of a sabre-toothed 'tiger·. Smilodon fatalis (left) and Plei�tocene Marsupi�I 'Lion', Thy/acoleo 

carnifex (right). Despite the lack of large canines in the ma�sup1al, t�ese two animals may ha�e . . . 
· d · ·1 r n,·ches in that they both specialised in taking relatively large prey. General s1m1lant1es 

occup1e s1m1 a . · h d t·t· I f 
include shortening of the face, elaboration of the main vertical shearing blades in t e en I ion, oss o 

bone-cracking tooth cusps and a powerful build, with particularly well-developed forequarters. 
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ories of one Charles Darwin. Bur wh 
I . I . , at-ever 11s s 1ortcom1ngs, Owen cert · 1 a,n y

possessed a broad knowledge of 11 1an1-
111alian anatomy. Exa,�ination of the skull 
and teeth of T carn!fex left him 1· n no 
doubt that he was looking at an ex . . Cep-
t1onally large and ferocious carnivor e, in 
his words among the "fellest and 1 <

11ost 
Idestructive of predatory beasts". Owen's 

emotive interpretation kick-started a
debate that would rage for decades. 

Pleistocene Marsupial 'Lion' anatom 
was weird. Certainly it departed from th:
mammalian carnivore stereotype in a
number of important respects. Moreover 
as a member of the predominantly her� 
bivorous diprotodontian marsupial radia
tion (koalas, wombats, kangaroos, pos
sums etc.), Thylacoleo carn!fex just didn't
seem to have the pedigree required of a
true, blue-blooded predator. A supposed 
clincher for those arguing for herbivory
was the animal's conspicuous lack of large 
canines. Consequently, Owen's original 
interpretation was brought into question 
and the matter of diet remained open 
until 1982, when Rod Wells and other s 
finally settled the argument in favour of a
predatory lifestyle. Their work was based 
on an analysis that related structure to 
function and convincingly showed that I
carnifex was best adapted to a carnivorous
habit. To the best of my knowledge, no
one has suggested otherwise since. 

But, with the lifestyle debate put to 
rest, a major change in Owen's or iginal
perception seems to have slipped through,
almost unnoticed. Somehm,v the Pleis
tocene Marsupial 'Lion' has shrunk, qui
etly becoming the Pleistocene Marsupial
'Leopard', without exciting much, if any
thing, in the way of argument. This
'down-sizino' effects not only our inter-

b 

pretation of the animal's biology, but of

(Top left) Staring down the gullet of this mounted 
skeleton, it's hard to imagine that Thy/acoleo 

earn if ex was ever seen as anything other than a 
formidable marsupial carnivore. But with the 

debate over diet finally laid to rest, another issue

has heretofore gone unnoticed ... the Pleistocene

Marsupial 'Lion' has been shrinking. One recent

estimate was as low as 20 kilograms. However, the

latest empirically determined weight estimates

demonstrate that Thylaco/eo carnifex had an 

average weight of between 100 and 130 kilograms, 

a big carnivore in anyone's book. 

(Bottom left) From left to right the humeri (upper 

bones of the forelimb) of two specimens of . 
Thylacoleo carnifex and a Leopard of average size.

Even the smaller of the Thylacoleo humeri is f�r 

more massive than that of the Leopard, indicating

that the animal was far more muscular. 
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the Australian ecology in general. For 
example, in 1975 Max Hecht (University 
of New York) argued that the giant goan
na lvlegala11ia prisca was our continent's 
supreme terrestrial carnivore during the 

Pleiscocene. At around 5.5 metres long

and 620 kilograms in weight, it certainly

seemed reasonable that this all-time

b iaaest lizard could have been a major 
::,::, 

predator of large herbivores. However, 

accepting and further developing Hecht's

views, Tim Flannery argued that this

alleged reptilian 'supremacy' was inti

mately related to Australia's low-nutrient 

soil . The premise underlying Tim's argu

ment was that reptiles, being cold-blood

ed, needed much less food per kilogram 

of body weight than warm-blooded 

predators. Consequently, they were 

inherently better adapted to cope with 

low-productivity regimes than energy

hungry mammalian counterparts. 

Exactly how and why this all happened 

is not quite clear co me. But at least one 

identifiable factor seems to have been 

important. Owen's or iginal description of 

Tl,y/acoleo camifex was based on a skull 

only. Little else was known until 1966, 

when a near-complete specimen was 

found in Moree, New South Wales. From 

this new material it was obvious that the 

Pleistocene Marsupial 'Lion' had a rather 

shore body-closer in length to that of a 

Leopard than a Lion. 
Of course length is, at best, a very 

rough indicator of weight. A big Leopard 
(Pantl,era pardus) is longer than an Ameri
can Black Bear ( Ursus americanis), yet the
Black Bear can be three times heavier
than the biggest of Leopards (270 versus
90 kilograms). Similar disparity can be
found within the cat family (Felidae).
Historically, the largest sabre-toothed
'tigers' (Smilodon) have been compared to
the Lion (Panthera /eo), based on gross
similarity in form. However, recent
analyses suggest that the best-known
species, Smilodon fatalis, was 1.5-2 times
heavier than the average Lion (around
170 kilograms). Still, with not much else
to go on at the time, the downward revi
sion of Thylacoleo carnifex to 'Leopard
s12 d' 
_ 

e was perhaps reasonable. However,
II1creasingly sophisticated means of esti
mating the weight of extinct animals have
become available in recent years. One
simple but accurate method was forward
ed by John F Anderson (University of
Florida) and others in 1985. By adding
together the minimum mid-shaft circum
ferences of the femur and humerus (upper
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The author, Steve Wroe, measuring the skull of a Pleistocene Marsupial 'Lion' (Thylacoleo carnifex). 

bones of the back and f ront legs) and plot

ting these data against known weights for 

a wide range of extant animals, the scien

tists demonstrated that the two variables 

were closely correlated. On the assump

tion that these underlying principles apply 

LITTLE ELSE 

was known until 

1966
) 

when a 

near-complete 
. 

specimen was 

found in Moree
)

New South Wales. 

to fossil species as well, this was a boon for 

palaeontologists, enabling reliable estima

tion of weight for extinct animals based 

only on data f rom two leg bones. W illiam 

Anyonge (University of alifornia at Los 

Angeles) employed a similar methodology 
in 1993 to provide a means of estimating 
the weight of placental carnivores. 

Although shorter than the biggest of 

living cats, there is no doubt that Thyla

coleo camifex was exceptionally robust, far 

more so than any Leopard (30 to 90 kilo

grams). With this in mind, we decided to 

obtain weight estimates for the Moree 

Thylacoleo using the equations provided by 

Anderson and colleagues, as well as that of 

Anyonge. We were confident that these 

would give higher figures than estimates 

based on head-body length. 

Even so, the results were surprising. 

Depending on whose methodology we 

used, the weight estimates came out at a 

whopping 112 and 143 kilograms. On the 

basis of kulJ dimension , the Moree Thy

lacoleo was not the largest. In fact, four of 

the 13 skulls known were significantly 

larger, and at least one of these wa a 

subadult or juvenile 1 Even if we take the 

lower figure of 112 kilograms, then the 

biggest pecimens must have been very 

big. How big? Well, mass increase geo

metrically with length. Although the pre

cise relationship between mass and length 

is debated, most agree that length cubed is 

proportional to mass. Assuming that other 

Tl,y/acoleo were of a similar shape to the 

Moree specimen, then the bigge t 

weighed in at as much as 16-t kilograms. 

This is larger than the average female 
weights for Tigers (Pa11thera t(eris) and 

Lions ( 130 and 150 kilograms respective

ly). Our average weight estimates for T 

carnifex were l 0 l to l 30 kilograms. No 
matter how you look at it, this is big for a 

specialist mammalian meat-eater. 

Among specialist living carnivores, only 
Lions and Tigers fall into this mammalian 

predator 'super-league'. Moreover (and it 

comes as a surprise to many), even if we 
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. . - r -toothed 'ti er' (Smilodon fatalis), a Tiger (Panthera tigrisL the Pleistocene Marsupial 'Lion' ( Thylacoleo 
from left to nght are the skulls of a medium-sized _sab e 

. 
g
l .1• • W. kaleo vander/eueri and Priscileo roskellyae. The Thylaco/eo skull dwarfs that of · (P h d ) and two Miocene marsupIa ions. a . . carn,fex), a Leopard . ant era par us 

d d . f rable size to that of the Tiger, slightly shorter but considerably wider. 
the Leopard to which 11 has commonly been compare an Is o compa 

'dig' into the fossil record, only a handful 

of bia cat-like mammals are thought to 
b 

have ever exceeded average weights of 
100 kilograms. For example, from the 
weU-known and intensively researched 
North American fossil record of the last 
40 million years, only four or five felid or 
'felid analogues' are known to fall into 
this 100-kilogram-plus category. Among 
marsupial carnivores, only one species, 
the South American Marsupial Sabre
tooth (Thylacosmilus atrox), comes even 
close. Powerfully built, with upper 
canines over 15 centimetres long, Thyla

cosmilus was the ultimate mammalian 
predator of its day in Plio-Pleistocene 
South America. Still, at around 116 kilo
grams for the largest known individual, it 
didn't hold a candle to a big Thylacoleo. 

These new weight estimates have major 
implications regarding the interpretation 
of lifestyle for Thylacoleo carnifex. No-one 
has ever suggested that the animal ran its 
prey down in wolf-like fashion. Most 
have argued it was a stalk-and-ambush 
killer, possibly even surprising its victims 
by aerial assault from the trees. Given the 
size suggested by our results, we agree 
that T camifex was simply too bulky to 
have run down anything except perhaps 
for the most ponderous of herbivores, 
although it was probably capable of short, 
explosive bursts of speed. It also seems 
unlikely that adults would have habitually 
climbed trees. This leads us to an interest-
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A SHORT SNOUT 

enables a more 

poweiful killing bite 

and well-developed 

carnassials are typical 

of all mammalian 

specialist big-game 

hunters. 

ing subject. Just what was the preferred 

diet of T carnifex? 

A number of palaeontologists have 

drawn analogies between the Pleistocene 
Marsupial 'Lion' and the sabre-tooth 
'tigers' ( mi/or/on). The three species of 
Smi/odon varied in size. The smallest, S.

gracilis, had an average weight of around 
80 kilograms. The other two, .fatalis and 
S. pop11/ator, were more robust and much
heavier-as noted above, perhaps up to
twice the weight of modern Lions.
Despite this variation, it is widely held
that all were specialised hunters of big
game. Like S. fatalis and S. pop11/ator in
particular, Tl,y/acoleo camifex was extreme
ly robust, with tremendously powerful
forelimbs. From examination of attach-

ment sites on its bones, there can be no 

doubt that T carnifex positively rippled 

with muscles that would make any body

builder green with envy. It also had an 

even shorter snout and more elaborate 

carnassial teeth than the sabre-tooth 

'tigers'. A short snout enables a more 

powerful killing bite and well-developed 

carnassials are typical of all mammalian 

specialist big-game hunters. 

Further evidence supports the idea that, 

like Smilodon, T carnifex was a meat-spe

cialist (as opposed to bone-cruncher). 

Blunt, conical tooth cusps, especially pro

nounced in the Spotted Hyena (Crow/a 

crocuta), are smaller but present in most 
cats. Such dental modifications are indica

tive of at least some tendency to crack 

bones. However, the teeth of Smilodot1 

and the Pleistocene Marsupial 'Lion' have 

absolutely none. They evidently extracted 

all their nutritional requirements from 
flesh and other soft tissue alone. In 198!, 

following a study that showed a high pro

portion of Thylacoleo tooth marks left on 
fossilised herbivore rib bones, David Hor
ton (Australian Institute of Aboriginal 

Studies) and l�ichard Wright (Sydney 
University) even went so far as to argue 
that, like 111ilodo11, T11ylacoleo concentrat

ed on eating internal organs. And still

other evidence places T camifex at _
the 

scene of some of Australia's ail-time

biggest 'murder' cases. At least two scucl-

1es have identified 771y/acoleo's distincnve

G ?000 
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tooth marks on the fossilised remains of 
the world's largest marsupial, Diprotorlon 
australis. Overall, the picture of Pleis
wcene Marsupial 'Lion' biology indicated 

by these findings is of a muscle-bound, 
'purpose-built' ambusher, wrestler and 

dispatcher of large prey. This beast proba
bly didn't waste time taking out smaU fry. 

A
DMITTEDLY, TO DATE, the evidence
for 'Thylacoleo the giant-slayer' 

remains circumstantial, and while features 

shared with species of 111ilorlon and Thy

lacoleo are highly suggestive, they don't 

constitute proof that the two occupied 

siinilar njches. But, taken together with 
upward revision of weight, I believe that 

the prima-facie case is strong; certainJy 

grounds enough to warrant more thor

ough investigation. 
On the issue of deciding which was the 

most significant predator of terrestrial 

mammals in Pleistocene Australia-Thy

lacoleo carnifex or the out-sized goanna 

Megalania prisca-a few points need men

tioning. First, the Pleistocene Marsupial 

'Lion' has, as mentioned, been strongly 

implicated in the killing of mega-herbi

vores, whereas Megalania has not. Second, 

Megalania fossils are very rare, while T 

carnifex fossils are relatively common. 

Third, because it was 'cold-blooded', 

even a 620-kiJogram Megalania would not 

have required as much food as an average-

.•'·· . 

. 'JI,_,, '.�
...-+-.:;..,.� --· 

sized ('I 00-130-kilogram) Thylacoleo. 
Consequently, my colleagues and I have 
argued that, unless Megalania was much 
more common than the fossil record indi
cates, then it was a far less significant 
predator of big mammals than Thylacoleo. 

In conclusion, if the Marsupial 'Lion' is 
to be compared with placental cats, then 
the strongest analogies are with the 
species of Smilodo11-despite the conspic
uous lack of sabre-like canines in the mar
supial. Although the largest S,nilodon was 
certainly bigger, our new estimates of 
weight suggest that Thylacoleo carn.ifex 

would have been more than a match for 

Smilorlon gracilis, and few would suggest 

that S. gracilis was anything less than a 

large and fearsome predator. Certainly it 

seems high time that Australians stopped 

short-changing themselves regarding the 

size and ferocity of their largest mam

malian carnivore. Sir Richard Owen may 

have backed the wrong horse on the sub

ject of Creation versus evolution, but 

regarding the Pleistocene Marsupial 

'Lion', the big man of 19th-century 

palaeontology got it right from the start. 

The enigmatic fossil species he described 

in 1859 reaUy was one of the "fellest and 

most destructive of predatory beasts". 
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LUE. A 131T BR.IGHTER 

above, darker below, 
but blue 111 every 
direction. The warm, 

blue, featureless environment of the 

pelagic ocean is the only one the small

fish larva has ever known. Conceived in a

cloud of eggs and sperm just off the edge 

of the reef, the tiny larva drifted on the

outgoing tidal currents into the open sea.

The parents' sole contribution to its well

being was the small yolk that sustained it 

until hatching within 24 hours, and for 

the cwo to three days beyond. It was then 

entirely on its own-left to find food and 

avoid predators with no training or adult 

help save the genetic instructions in its 

cells. 
The trip in the blue began a month 

ago. The larva has survived all the perils 

of the open water and has developed from 

little more than a one-millimetre glob of 

yolk with a small tail to something recog

nisable as a fish, although not much like 

the adult. Except for a few small silvery 

patches, it is transparent compared with 

the adult's gaudy colours of the reef; its 

body is a very different shape, it lacks

scales, and it has spines and serrations on

the head where the adult is smooth. It

looks like a different species; so different,

in fact, that upon first seeing such a fish

larva 100 years ago, naturalists declared it

not only a species different from the adult

reef fish, but also placed it in a different

genus. Now an interaction of its genetic

instructions, its state of development and

the environment itself, tells this one

centimetre-long pelagic animal that it 

must find a coral reef, leave the only 

environment it has ever experienced, and 

change into a bottom-dwelling reef-fish. 

After a month in the seemingly featureless 

blue, how is this accomplished? 

S
CIENTISTS HAD LONG thought that, 

because larvae of reef-fishes were 

small, they could not swim strongly and 

were therefore at the mercy of the cur

rents. No-one had measured their swim

ming abilities, but larvae of temperate, 

Northern Hemisphere fishes such as cod 

and herring of simj]ar size were weak 

swimmers, so it seemed reasonable to 

conclude that the same applied to larval 
reef-fishes. ln any case, even if they could 
swim strongly, it would make little differ

ence if they didn't know where the reef 

was, and that ability had not been demon
strated in any fish larva. Besides, such sim

plifying assumptions made life much easi

er for the computer modellers who were 

asked by reef managers to work out where 

the larvae from a given reef ended up at 
the end of their sojourn in the blue. By 

assuming the larvae were embedded in the 

water currents like plums in a pudding, 

and that they settled onto the first reef 

they bum.ped into, all the modellers had to 

do was work out where the currents went, 

and they'd know where the larvae went 

too. Unfortunately, this comfortable set of 

assumptions is wrong, but this hasn't been 

easy to demonstrate. 

The first hint that the assumptions were 

wrong came from research by Australian 

Museum scientists on the distribution of 

larvae caught in fine-mesh nets in the seas 

near coral reefs. Different types of larvae 

originating from the same reef had differ

ent distributions. If they were all passively 

Flatfish or flounder eggs are typical of m before hatching. 
0st reel-fishes. The eggs are about one millimetre in diameter, and float freely in the open water for only a day or so 
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drifting with the currents, this didn't 
make sense. The next evidence came 
from laboratory studies by llona Stobutz
ki, then a student at James Cook Univer
sity. Stobutzki captured larvae about to 
settle from the blue onto a coral reef, put 
them into a swimming chamber, and had 
them swim to exhaustion at the average 
current speed in the region (in this case, 
the Australian Museum's research station 
at Lizard Island, on the northern Great 
Barrier ReeQ. The swimming-endurance 
measurements were so surprising that 
Northern Hemisphere scientists at first 
refused to believe them: the one-to-two
centimetre-long fish could swim for up to 
J 00 kilometres in the chamber. The actu
al distance ranged from 10-100 kilome
tres, depending on species, but for aU 
species tested, larval swimming endurance 
was far beyond expectations. StilJ, doubts 
lingered. 

To get a true picture of what the larvae 
are doing out in the ocean, our Australian 
Museum research group decided to get 
into the water with them and follow 
them around in the blue. However, one 
can't merely hop over the side of a boat 
and hope to see fish larvae-they are far 
too widely scattered and too well camou
flaged for that. Larvae of some species can 
be lured into traps with lights at night, in 
much the same way moths are attracted to 
a light. These larvae can then be released 
by teams of divers at particular times and 
places, and observed in the blue. Simple 
in theory. 

In practice, blue-water diving can be 
very unnerving. One feels very exposed 
out there, often kilometres from the reef 
with the sea floor up to 300 metres below'. 
entirely surrounded by blue. Not every
one's cup of tea, especially for the observ
er-diver who must totalJy concentrate on 
what the larva is doing-even a brief 
glance away, and the tiny larva is gone. 
The second diver follows close behind the 
observer and every 30 seconds records 
direction, depth and speed. The data
diver 

m
ust also keep an eye 011 air supply

311d time, plus make sure that only shad
ows, or pilot fish on the lookout for a free 
meal, are following. At the surface the 
driver of the boat circles the divers' 'bub
bles, ready to provide another larva for 

�ursuit, or to pick up the weary divers.
he mformation gathered allows us to 

plot the trajectory of the swimming larva 
111 three dimensions. 

lmagine yourself cruising through the 
apparently bottomless blue-attention 
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The newly hatched flatfish larva (above) is little more than a big yolk (in this case, with numerous oil

droplets) with a tail that provides limited swimming ability. The eyes are unpigmented and non-functional,

the gut is incomplete, and only a rudimentary fin-fold is present. The flatfish larva (below) is only a few 

days old, but has well-developed sensory organs and a functional gut. Swimming abilities are good

due to well-formed fins and musculature, and efficient feeding and food handling, including storage

of reserves. 
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THE AVERAGE ONE-TO-TWO-CENTIMETRE-LONG LARVA WAS SWIMMING 

at 20 centitnetres per second, or an average of 14 body lengths per second. 

To put this in perspective, if Daniel Kowalski swam at 14 body lengths 

per second, he tvould complete 100 metres in 3. 6 seconds! 

fixed on the one-centimetre-long fish 
larva a metre ahead. Plankton in the 
water streams by with the hypnotic effect 
of a starfield-simulation screen saver. Only 
occasionally do your fins brush the data
diver behind you, assuring you you're not 
alone. The damselfish larva you are fol
lowing today is ilvery except for the blue 
on its back, a hint of the adult's colour on 
the reef. ft swims in a near straight line, 
taking small diversions to grab the odd bit 
of planktonic food. ft begins to ascend, at 
first slowly but then, with a flick of its tail, 
it disappears. You turn to the data-diver 
and shrug. Not quite the full ten minutes 
that we usually follow a larva, but enough 
to obtain a good trajectory. Time to start 
back to the sutface to get another larva 
from the boat circling above. Something 
flat-headed and streamlined catches your 
eye, boring in rapidly with long strokes of 
its tail. Your heart stops for an instant, but 
it is only a SO-centimetre-long remora, 
trying to hitch a ride. No more than a 
nuisance, but every time it happens, you 

can't help but wonder if the shark it nor
malJy latches onto is around. This is a 
slow, labour-intensive way to obtain data, 
but it's the only way to get it; and for each 
fish on which we get information, we 
gain a little more insight. 

T
HE FIR.ST THING that became obvious 
from our studies was that the reef

fish larvae were swimming much faster 
than Northern Hemisphere temperate 
larvae. In full scuba kit, we struggled to 
keep up with some of them. The average 
one-to-two-centimetre-long larva was 
swimming at 20 centimetres per second, 
or an average of 14 body lengths per sec
ond, compared with the one to two body 
lengths per second reported for temperate 
larvae. To put this in perspective, if Daniel 
Kowalski swam at 14 body lengths per 
second, he would complete 100 metres in 
3.6 seconds (the world record for the 100-
metres freestyle is about 48 seconds)' Sur
geonfish larvae, a bit larger than average at 
2.5 centimetres, cruise at 50 centimetres 

per second-about one knot. We got 
plenty of exercise trying to keep pace 
with these guys for ten minutes at a time. 
Interestingly, the average speed selected 
by larvae in the ocean was about 50 per 
cent greater than the speed used in Sto- , 
butzki's endurance trials, indicating her i 
extraordinarily high values are probably 5 
conservative. � 

Why should these larval reef-fishes bee 
so much better swimmers than temperate � 
species of similar sizes? Perhaps it is just an i 
artefact of the different experimental pro-� 
cedures used. Our measurements were� 

(Right) The coral reef is a complex, busy place 
filled with reef-fishes of an astonishing array of 
shapes, colours, habits and lineages. However, 
they nearly all have a larval stage that is passed 
in the blue, featureless and comparatively empty 
pelagic environment of the open ocean. 

(Below) Australian Museum research divers (Tom 
Trnski, left, and Brooke Carson-Ewart) out in the 

blue. The divers are about to 'bag' artificial reef 
units to census settlement of reef-fish larvae onto 
experimental moorings in open water. 
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done in the ocean with wild larvae, 

whereas the work on temperate species 

was largely done in the lab with captive
reared larvae. Wild larvae are probably 

better swimmers than domesticated ones, 
especially in their natural environment. 
Swimming may also be more efficient at 
warmer, tropical temperatures. It is more 
likely, however, that reef-fish larvae are 
better swimmers because, at any given 

size, their bodies, particularly their fins, 
are much better developed than those of 
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temperate species. The coral-reef envir

onments are very different from the tem
perate seas of the Northern Hemisphere, 
and natural selection may have favoured 
strong swimming by larvae that have to 
find a coral reef from open water to com
plete their life cycle. 

So, we now know that larval reef-fish 
are strong swimmers, and can swim more 
rapidly than the average current speeds 
they encounter, and for days at a time. 

But what about swimming direction? Our 

This two-centimetre-long surgeonfish larva Oeft) 
has just settled from the blue onto a coral reef at 
night. At this stage it is mostly transparent and 
glassy, and has not yet begun to metamorphose 
into the colourful adult (above), which can reach 
about 60 centimetres in length. 

preliminary work showed that most larvae 

swim more-or-less in a straight line, and 

that the individual trajectories were ori

entated in a way that indicated the larvae 

knew where the nearest reef (a kilometre 

away) was located. At the same time, to
butzki devised an experiment using dam

selfish larvae in cages designed to detect 
their swimming direction. The cages were 
positioned about 50 metres off reefs at 

Lizard Island during the night. She found 
that most of the larvae swam toward the 
reef, again indicating they knew where it 

was. We are now following up in more 
detail our preliminary measurements of 
swimming trajectory by releasing larvae at 

various distances from the reef. This work 
is still in prooress but the initial re ults 

t, , 

suggest that larvae of at least some species
_

swim toward the reef regardless 01

whether they are released I 00, 500 or 

·1 ,000 metres from it. Surprisingly, when
we release larvae of these and other
species adjacent to the reef, 30-50 per 
cent swim back into the blue, while the

remainder settle on the reef or are eaten
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_ da rors. Perhaps the fact that such a
b)' pie ' . . . 

d
. 

. ortion swim away 1s an 111 1ca-
l· rue p1op . 
:1" 1 ·eefs aren't really that difficult fornon nat i 

I ,,.e to find.afv<> I · l"fy ' 
st recent blow to t 1e s1mp 1 -The 111° . . 
Ption of pa s1ve drift by larvae

in" assum 
" . ·ded by Eric Wolanski and col-

\\'as p1ov1 _ . 
at the Australian Institute of

leagues , . Science. They have shown, by aManne 
b. ti·on of field measurement and

col11 1na 
ter 111odellina of currents, that lar-co111pu " 

11.na into a reef from the blue 
vae con ,, 

Id not be found where they were 
�u .. 

II)' captured if they were drifting pa -acrua . . 
- I In other words active, directeds1ve Y. '. . 

swimniing by the larvae 1s required. 

o FAR, ALL I DICATI0 S are that larvae

Scan detect reefs from distances of up to

one to two kilometres away. But how? 

Although work is just beginning on this

question, the most likely answers are that

rhe lar vae either hear or smell the reef.
Reef are very noisy places with waves 
crashing, parrotfishes scraping coral as
rhey feed, shrimps 'snapping' and a vari
ety of fish 'talking' to one another. Sound 

carries very welJ under water, and the ears 
of fishes develop at an early stage. Intrigu
ingly, research by Doug Cato (Defence 

Science and Technology Organisation) 
and R.ob McCauley (Curtin University) 
has discovered that sound levels on Aus
tralian coral reefs peak in the summer, at 
night, and during new moon-the exact 
times of peak settlement of reef-fish larvae 

onto the reefs. So there are a number of
reasons to think sound is involved. Reefs
also give off all sorts of smells from corals
plants and fishes, and fish larvae ove;
about eight millimetres in length (that is,
about halfway through their larval devel
opment) have well-developed nostrils.
However, some of our observations of larvae orientating toward reefs were acrosscurrents, whereas smells should be carriedwit h cur t A h. ___ ren s. t t 1s stage, some otherpossibilities cannot be excluded and mu h c_ more study remains to be done. It 1s impo rtant to note that much of theWork so fa h b f . r as een on species of onean1ily-th 
selfi I 

e extremely abundant dam-1s 1es We
obt .. · are now observing and 

b 
aining results on larvae of other lessa undant fa T 

, 

P 
1111 ies such as groupers, snap-" ers sur fi 1'

h
·' . geon 1shes and butterflyfishes.is w ill tell I are Al 

us iow general the results· so, most of th k been e wor to date has on larvae h 1vat e I 
at t e end of their blue-

sn1a1I
r 

� 
iase. At hatching, larvae are too'nd undeveloped to have much
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influence on where they end up. At settlement, they are very capable and clearlyable W control where they go. Sometimeout Ill the blue, during the four to five
weeks that it takes to increase in size from
one-to-two millimetres to one-to-two
centimetres, the larvae start to violate the
sim.plifying assumption of passive drift.
We need to find out at what stage during
the pelagic larval period the larvae start to
swim strongly enough, have sufficient
sensory capabilities, and the inclination to
use them, to influence their trajectories. 

One reason why scientists and managers 
would like to know how fish larvae find 

All INDICATIONS 

are that larvae 

can detect reefs 

from distances 

of up to one to two 

kilometres away. 

But how? 

reefs is to help design the best conserva
tion policies. For example, if marine 

reserves are to function effectively, the 

reef-fish populations in them must be able 

to restock themselves with larvae. How
ever, these same populations are also 
expected to restock unprotected areas in 
the vicinity. If larvae are capable of 
remaining near, or of returning to, the
reef from which they were spawned, then 

different spatial distributions of reserves

will be needed than if larvae are widely

spread during the pelagic phase. By deter

mining what sensory cues the larvae use 

to home in on reefs, we may be able to

use these to restock depleted reef-fish

populations on certain reefs, or increase 

settlement of larvae onto reefs damaged 

by cyclones or pollution. Finally, it may

be possible to use observations of settle

ment behaviour as a biological measure of

the health of reefs. If, for example, larvae

refuse to settle on a reef, it may indicate

that something is wrong, and that the reef

is not sending out the correct cues.

We will have to return to the blue withthe tiny larvae to gain further insight intoJust what these larvae can do. But, even atthis stage of investigation, it is clear thatthe comfortable, simplifying assumptionsof old will have to be left behind, and scientists and managers alike will have tobecome accustomed to the idea of larvaewith extraordinary powers of locomotionand sensory perception. Both theory andpractical management of coral reefs need
a thorough reassessment in light of what
we've found so far. 
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THE SEEMINGLY

SIMPLE QUESTION,

"WHEN DID HUMANS ARRIVE

IN AUSTRALIA?"' CONTINUES TO BE

A HOT TOPIC.

BY JIMAllEN 

HEN SHAKESPEAR.E HAD HAMLET OBSER.VE THAT TIME WAS 

"out of joint", little did he realise that by the end of the 20th cen
tury the proliferation of ways to measure past time, and the dis
jointed results from some of these techniques, might engender dis

putes among scientists as heated as that between Hamlet and Laertes. The seeming-
ly simple question, "When did hum.ans arrive in Australia?", continues to be a hot 

" topic in Australian archaeology and one the press is quick to exploit. Sensational 
i newspaper headlines announcing the latest early date for an event that took place at
i least 40,000 years ago might seem odd, but we are intrinsically curious about our
>-

� own history as a species. Furthermore, in Australia there is an increased awareness of 
8 the role of Aboriginal culture and history in the development of our national ethos. 

The controversial Mungo 3 skeleton being excavated in 1974 by Alan Thorne and Anthea Carstairs. New dates for its burial have 
caused quite a stir in archaeological circles. 

?()Oil 
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How fast can things change' In a review 
article in 77,e A11stralia11 Fi11a11cial Re11ie111 in 
March 1999, aptly titled "The Dating 
Game", journalist Nick Hordern noted 
that Mungo 3, one of the human skele
tons from the World Heritage Site of Lake 
Mungo in western New South Wales, was 
25,000-30,000 years old. This adult male, 
di covered by ANU geomorphologist Jim 
Bowler (now at the University of Mel
bourne) in 1974, had been buried fully 
extended on his back, with his head and 
slightly flexed legs turned to his right. His 
hands had been gracefuUy crossed in front 
of him. His body had been covered with 
powdered red ochre during the burial. 
Then, in May 1999 a press release 
announced that Alan Thorne (ANU) and 
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colleagues had redated Mungo 3 at 
between 56,000 and 68,000 years old, an 
increase of between 26,000 and 43,000 

years. 

What changed? In the first instance 

only the techniques used to date the 
skeleton, but by implication our funda
mental understanding of the history of 

our species worldwide. The team 
involved in the redating now claim that 

Mungo 3 represents the earliest known 

human presence 111 Australia. At 

56,000-68,000 years old, Mungo 3 would 

also be the oldest physically modern 

human outside of Africa-South-west 

Asia, and his burial the oldest example of 

modern human ritual behaviour any

where in the world by some tens of thou-

sands of years (excluding one or two 
ambiguous claims associated with earlier 

hominid species). Such claims in turn beg 
an avalanche of questions and draw some 

heated responses. When BO\,vler, the sci
entist most responsible for identifying the 
great importance of the Mungo region as 
both a human and natural landscape, was 
asked by an AJ!e reporter for a reaction to 
the new M uno-o 3 dates he replied 

b ' 

"Nonsense!". 

Why might these dates be nonsense? 
How do we examine and make scientific 
judgements on competing claims? What is 
the debate about? 

T
HE

. 
QUESTION of when humans first

arrived Ill Australia is as old as Euro

pean settlement here. I 11 the beginning 
scientists attempted to locate human arte-
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facts either within particular geological
strata, or in association with the bones of
extinct animals, both without much suc
cess. Even if such associations had been
found, they would have provided no
accurate age for the presence of humans,
since precise dates for geological forma
tions and animal extinctions were also
unknown. This is why the developmentand use over the last 40 years of radio
metric dating techniques-initially radiocarbon ("C), but subsequently a range ofother techniques (see box)-have revolutionised archaeology and other Earth sciences. 

These increasingly diverse and sophisticated techniques are also a two-edgedsword· They have enabled archaeologiststo divide sites into narrower chronologi-cal units that can reflect change, develop-
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ment and differences in the behaviour of 
humans and earlier hominids through 
time and across space. However, unless 
the scientist is both archaeologist and 
physicist (and few of us are!), there is a 
growing dichotomy between generating 
the dates and exploring their historical 
implications. Physicists are concerned 
with developing and defending the accu
racy of laboratory techniques and the 
reproducibility of the numbers they gen
erate; archaeologists are concerned with 
the stratigraphic integrity of the dating 
samples, their physical relationships to the 
human objects or events they purport to 
date and whether the resulting dates 
mak� historical sense. Normally archaeol
ogists are unable to evaluate the technical 
propriety of the dates they use. Frequent
ly physicists exonerate themselves from 

(Above) Nauwalabila rock shelter in 

Kakadu National Park. In the early 1990s, 
thermoluminescene techniques yielded ages of 
about 55,000 years for stone artefacts found at 
this site and another in the same region. Apart 
from the current claims for Mungo 3, a decade 
of subsequent research has failed to duplicate 
this antiquity elsewhere in Australia or 

Papua New Guinea. 

(Left) Excavations in Matenkupkum Cave, 

New Ireland. This is one of the three oldest 

sites in New Britain and New Ireland, all dated to 

about 35,000 years ago. The discrepancy between 

the oldest dates in Papua New Guinea and those 
in northern Australia questions whether a human 
arrival much before 45,000 years ago is likely. 
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Radiometric dating techniques . . 
The following is a list of explanations for radiometric dating techniques

used in the text. 

Radiocarbon Dating (14C) 
. "C) All organisms at death begin to undergo conversion _of ca

_
rbon-

_
14 ( -a

radioactive isotope that they have accumulated while living-into stable 
nitrogen-14 ( 1'N) . This conversion is at a set rate, such that after 5,730 

years the amount of 1•c is reduced by half, and after another 5, 7�0 years 
half of what remains has further disappeared, and so on. The period 5, 730 

years is thus known as the half-life of 14C. To accommodate for 
uncertainties, radiocarbon ages are expressed with an error range of one 
standard deviation. This means that, for a date of 30,000 ± 1,000 years, 
there is a 68 per cent chance that the real _ag

_
e falls between 2�;000 and

31,000 years. 1•c is derived from cosmic rad1at1on reacting with N 1n the 
upper atmosphere, and the dating me'.hod assumes there has been no 
variation in atmospheric 1•c concentrations over time. But we now know 
this is untrue. 1•c years therefore differ from calendar years and require 
calibration to bring them into line. Accurate calibrations, based on tree
ring data, go back about 12,000 years; less accurate calibrations are 
available to about 22,000 years; and recent estimates suggest that 
between 40,000 and 50,000 years ago, 14C ages may underestimate 
calendrical ages by 1,000 to 2,000 years. 

After 37,000 years, less than one per cent of original 14C remains in the 
sample and so it is very prone to contamination by modern carbon, which 
would produce erroneously young ages. The development of accelerator
mass spectrometry (AMS) has improved this situation. Previously, residual 
1'C was measured by converting carbon in a sample to a gas or a liquid 
and counting the number of nuclear decays over a period of days. AMS 
directly counts the number of atoms of different carbon isotopes in a 
sample. It allows the use of smaller samples than previously required and 
produces a smaller error range. AMS provides acceptable dates at least 
back to 45,000 years ago. However, if the sample is contaminated, AMS is 
subject to the same limitations as earlier techniques. Most recently, a 
new technique to remove contamination, labelled ABOX-SC, promises 14C 
dates that may extend back to 55,000 years ago. The redating of older 
Australian sites using this technique will enable direct comparisons 
between 1'C and other techniques up to this age, and reduce current 
uncertainties with this dating method. 

Uranium-Series Dating 
Uranium- or U-series dating relies on the fact that, after burial, bones may
incorporate uranium, which decays into isotopes of thorium ( 230Th) or
protactinium (231 Pa). Ages are calculated by measuring the ratios of 230Th
and 231 Pa to uranium. The dating range of the technique is limited by thehalf-lives of the radioactive isotopes; if both are used this is about 150,000 years. 

Understanding the process of migration of uranium in the ground and its 
uptake into the bone is important for this technique. Dates calculated on 
an early-uptake model, which assumes that uranium was accumulated in 
a short period soon after the bone was buried, may be two or more times 
younger than dates calculated on a model assuming continuous uranium 
accumulation. 

(continued right) 

the responsibility of assessing the historical
implications of the dates they generate. 

Potentially at least, this dichotomy can
make for unsatisfactory science and ques
tionable results. Radiometric dating tech
niques have various potentials for error, 
and too often insufficient consideration is
given to assessing spectacular new results
within their wider historical contexts. 
Some prominent Australian examples 

make the point . 

SUCH AN EARLY AGE 

for humans in 

Australia 

questioned our 

understanding of 

human prehistory 

on a worldwide 

scale. 

Before 1990 most Australian archaeo

logical sites were dated using 1·C but no 

site had produced an age greater than 

40,000 years. T hen Richard (Bert) 

Roberts (now at La Trobe University) 

used luminescence techniques to date two 

Northern Territory sites, Malakunanja 

and Nauwalabila, in Kakadu National 

Park. Roberts and colleagues argued that 
the sites had been occupied by humans 

53,000-60,000 years ago. To explain the 

discrepancy between these dates and those 

less than 40,000 obtained everywhere else 
in Australia and New Guinea using the 
1·C method, they argued that, by the time

an organic sample has been dead for about

35,000 years or more, so little 1·C remains

in the sample that it is both difficult to

measure and highly susceptible to conta

mination by modern carbon, both in the

field and the laboratory. Even atmospher
ic carbon may have an appreciable effect.

Simply put, when the amount of residual

radioactivity in the sample is so low that it 

approaches the detection limits of the

available measuring equipment, contami

nation of the sample by even very small
amounts of younger carbon wi11 yield ages
that are too young. R.oberts and col
leagues dubbed this limit of detection the
'radiocarbon barrier'.
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As initially appealing as this argument

l·c begaed ome questions. One con-
was, "' 

cerns che face chat by 1990 new tech-

niques such as accelerator mass spectrom-

(AMS see box) routinely allowed
ecry ' 

reasonable measurements of "C to be

made back to about 45,000 years ago, so

that there was a small but significant peri

od in which dates could occur if samples

were really chat old or older (currently the

olde t published "C date for human occu-

ation in Australia/New Guinea is about
p 

' G  . .  I 41,000 for the Carpenter s ap site m t 1e

Kimberley). As well, many "C dates for

non-archaeological sites, such as soil for

mations, swamp and lake deposits or fau

na] accumulations in caves, had frequent

ly exceeded this 40,000-year barrier (even

though contamination may have reduced

their real ages). No obvious source of

contamination peculiar co archaeological

sites can be nominated. In the case of

auwalabila and Malakunanja, the older

archaeological layers in these sites were 

devoid of datable organics, and it has also 

been suggested that lack of preservation of 

organic dating samples in other old sites 

might explain the absence of "C dates 

beyond -+0,000 years in archaeological 

sites. However, most of the older sites 

have datable charcoal throughout their 

sequences. The most parsimonious expla

nation is that few (or perhaps none) of 

these sites are much older than about 

-+0,000 years, or 43,000-45,000 calendri
cal years after calibration (see box). 

Luminescence techniques have different 
problems. In 1996 Richard Fullagar (then 
an ARC Research Fellow at the Aus
tralian Museum) and colleagues claimed 
that thermoluminescence (TL) dates
placed humans in the site ofJinmium, just
ease of the Kimberley region in the

orchern Territory, between 116,000 and
176,000 years ago. Such an early age for
humans in Australia questioned not only
our understanding of human prehistory
on a worldwide scale, but also the effec
tiveness of luminescence techniques
themselves. T he ensuing debate thus con
centrated on scientific methods rather
than hist0rical implications. ANU's Nigel
Spooner argued that the laboratory analy
ses used had led to age overestimation and
concluded that the actual date range fell
between l 0,000 and 30,000 years. Subse-
quently R b d o erts an colleagues redated
samples fro h 

. 
. . 

l 
m t e site usmg opncally stim-

u ated lu mmescence (OSL) technique 
and concluded that the dated sand grains1nduded at least some derived from sand-
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Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) 
This meth_od, along with luminescence techniques, is based on thea�cumulat1on over t1i:ne of electrons in the crystal lattices of certain commonmin_erals_. A sample in. th_e ground absorbs radiation (traps electrons) fromra _d�oact1ve sour�es w1th1n an approximately 30-centimetre radius, togetherwit so�e cosmic rays. The trapped electrons are mildly magnetic and this
magnetism ca_n _be measured to give the ESR signal. Because the total
amount of rad1at1on absorbed (the 'accumulated dose') ·1nc · h · 
h 

reases wit time t e sample age can be calculated by dividing the accumulated dose b th ' 
dose rate (the level of natural radiation affecting the sample) · Y 

h
e 

. , assuming t e dose rate has remained constant in the past. The dose rate is measured fromthe sample and the surrounding soil matrix. 

The ESR technique can be applied to a _ variety of materials-speleothems,
corals, quartz, mollusc shells etc.-but in archaeology it is most commonly
applied to the dating of tooth enamel. 

ESR shar:s the, general limitations of trapped-electron techniques. In particular, 
the �SR clock must �ave been set at zero-that is, had the electron traps 
emptied-at the same time as the event being dated. (For teeth this means burial 
at death, at which time the ESR signal is effectively zero.) 

In dating tooth enamel using ESR, a particular concern is the unknown 
history of uranium uptake by the sample, since this is fundamental in 
determining the dose rate. Usually, ages are calculated on both an early
uptake and a linear-uptake model. While this produces a large error range 
for most ESR dates, the technique can be used in conjunction with other 
techniques, such as U-series dating, to determine which uptake model is 
most appropriate. 

Luminescence Techniques 

Thermoluminescence (TL) and optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) are 
the two major luminescence dating techniques so far used in Australia. TL is 
the light emitted from a mineral when heated, and OSL is the light emitted 
when the mineral is exposed to visible light. As with ESR, the intensity of the 
signal determines the accumulated dose, and age is calculated in a similar 
manner to ESR. Most commonly, quartz grain samples are used for 
luminescence dating in Australian sites. 

For the luminescence 'clock' to be accurate, the quartz grains need to be

heated or bleached by sunlight prior to burial, to set the clock to zero, and it

is this 'zeroing event' that is being dated. Once buried, and no lon�er exposed

to heat or light, the trapped electrons begin to accumulate again. Because

some traps are emptied slowly by sunlight, residual luminescence can a�ect

the signal measured by TL. OSL, on the other hand, uses only �he most light

sensitive part of the luminescence signal, which in quartz 1s qwckly _bleac�ed

by sunlight. For this reason, OSL has mainly superseded TL in dating

Australian sites. 

If the luminescence clock has not been reset to zero, samples wiU produce

erroneously old dates. In particular, weathering of quartz-_beanng rocks

buried in deposits can release and mix grains that contain many m?re

trapped electrons than their neighbo�rs and yield older dates. One d1rect1on

of research has been to refine techniques so that s�mple_s consist of fewer
· f sed·

iment even down to single-grain analysis. This enables multiple
grains o , d d · 
samples from the same locations to be dated and compare to etermine

and eliminate rogue samples. 
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stone rocks that had decomposed in the 

site after burial, so that their 'clocks' had 

not been zeroed (see box for explanation 

of dating techniques). Thus they were 

indicating erroneously old ages. 
Greater certainty is claimed for the 

recent dates for the Mungo 3 skeleton, 

because three different techniques were 

used: OSL on guartz grains from the soil 

unit containing the skeleton, electron spin 
resonance (ESR) on a tooth enamel frag
ment, and uranium-series (U-series) dat
ing on parts of the skeleton itself. While 
the general concordance of the results 
from these three techniques is encourag
ing, the dating scientists involved are at 
pains to emphasise the limits of the meth
ods used. 

U-series dating of four bone samples
from the skeleton provided apparent age 
ranges from 50,000 to 70,000 years. 
However, the authors agree that, under 
conditions where uranium was not taken 
up by the skeleton for some time after 
burial ('delayed U-uptake'), the skeleton 
could be even older than 70,000 years; or, 
if uranium was removed from the skele
ton, as might occur through oxidation 
after erosion of the surrounding sand 
dune, it could be younger than 50,000 

years. For the ESR dating of tooth enam

el, two models (one involving early

uptake of uranium, the other linear

uptake) provided age ranges of

57,000-69,000 years and 71,000-85,000 

years. The authors believe that combining

the U-series dates for bone and the ESR 

dates for tooth enamel gives a best esti

mate of 56,000-68,000. 
The two OSL dates for the sediment in 

which the skeleton was found produced 
ages of 59,000-63,000 years. These dates 
are concordant with the age estimate for 
the skeleton, although they are signifi
cantly older than previous luminescence 
dates obtained for this soil unit. A specif
ic issue is that the skeleton is apparently 
not younger than the soil containing it, as 
might be expected, given that the grave 
must have been dug from a higher level. 
When the skeleton was found, the soil 
around it had eroded until bones were 
exposed, so that where the ground surface 
was when the grave was dug is uncertain. 
Thorne and co!Jeagues believe ground 
level was only a little higher in the same 
soil unit and that the grave was sha!Jow, 
but there is no clear stratigraphic confir
mation of this; however, the assumption is 
necessary if the OSL dates are to ao-ree b 

with the older U-series dates. 
This uncertainty about where gr OUnd

level was when the grave was dug · is an
example of a much wider general proble 
in dating humans in Australia. A ran e rn 

d 
. . I 

g of 
post- epos1t1ona processes may blur 
d 1 . . 1 

� 
estroy t 1e or1g1na relationship between

the dating material and the archaeolo ic 1 ' ' (' h' g a 
event 111 t 1s case the burial) being 

dated. Direct association between the
archaeological_ evidence and the dating
medium, be 1t sand grains for OSL or; 
charcoal for 1"C, requires demonstration � 
even more so for dates that might radical� � 
ly cha!Jenge consensus views of the past. ; 
Many events, from volcanic eruptions and � 
earthquakes, to underground water activ- � 
ity, and even to the effects of soil-moving � 
animals like worms or ants, can have� 
Termite mounds comprise millions of sand grains 
carried up through tunnels from metres below the 
ground. When abandoned, they disintegrate, 
forming the new ground surface. A new mound 
built above it will repeat the process, so that over 
thousands of years the soil may circulate, causing 
larger objects such as artefacts to move lower in 
the deposits. Artefacts dated using adjacent 
sands may appear older than they are; at the 
same time the luminescence clock of each 
grain exposed to light will be reset, so that 
luminescence dates will continue to be 
in sequence. 

S�ni�r tra�itional owner Paddy Carlton and . . . . Jmm1um yielded initial thermoluminesce 
a

�chaeol
.°g1st Richard Fullagar holding discussions at Jinmium rock shelter Northern Te ·t Th . f 

age of occupation is probably less than 3���
0 

:::::. 116,000-176,000 years for human occupation. Subsequent dating of this site no:\��r�ate: ��=t �he real 
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significant effects on the integrity of sites. 
Fellow archaeologist Jim O'Connell 
(University of Utah) and I have raised the 
issue of what effects termites might have 
had on the deposits of Nauwalabila and 
Malakunanja. This might seem a comic 
criticism, but consider for a moment that 
every sand grain in those giant mounds 
commonly scattered across northern Aus
tralia derives from the ground below. Ter
mite mounds occur not only in open 
country, but also in archaeological sites. It 
is easy to envisage the continual recircula
tion of grains excavated by termites, 
while other grains and larger objects such 
as stone tools, move deeper below the 
surface. In central African sites, where the 
same termite activities occur, stone flakes
that fit together and were struck from
their parent core at the same time in the
distant past, have been excavated from
levels up to a metre apart. However,
because resurfaced grains have their lumi
nescence clocks zeroed before being
buried again, luminescence dates contin
ue_ to increase in age with depth and, in
th1s respect, are indistinguishable from
undisturbed sites. 
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W
HENEVER WE place undue empha
sis on any exceptionally old claim 

without examining it very critically, we 
run the risk of the tail wagging the dog. 
Currently in Australia and New Guinea 
there are more than 160 archaeological 
sites of Pleistocene age (older than 10,000

years). W ith the exceptions of the Mungo 
3 skeleton and the two Northern Territo
ry sites, none is presently claimed to be 
older than 43,000-45,000 calendrical 
years. T his is despite a decade of redating 
the oldest known sites using T L  and OSL 
techniques. In the north, the two semi
arid Kakadu sites are offset against the 
food-rich northern coasts and islands of 
New Guinea-the logical pathway of ini
tial colonisation if we assume that people 
first occupied regions most familiar in 
terms of food resources to those they left 
behind-where a coherent pattern of 
human settlement does not begin until 
15,000 years later. The same problem 
occurs with Mungo, where arid western 
New South Wales is now said to be occu
pied perhaps 30,000 years before a dozen 
known sites in the food-rich upland val
leys of south-western Tasmania, only a 

(Left) Excavations in a small underground cavern 
provide the only access to deposits in Warreen 
Rockshelter, one of more than 20 Pleistocene sites 
in south-western Tasmania. Currently the oldest 
known site in Tasmania, Warreen was first 

occupied nearly 35,000 years ago. It is difficult to 
envisage that the Mungo region was occupied 
20,000-30,000 years earlier. 

(Right) Walls of China, Lake Mungo. The long
term effects of deep erosion channels such as 
these undermine the general stratigraphic 

integrity of the region and make precise dating of 
single artefacts more difficult. 

l 
thousand kilometres to the south and l
accessible at that time across the land 

: bridge that is now Bass Strait. T he Tas
manian sites are intact, well-dated, and 
rich in artefacts and the bones of animals I used as food. They form a coherent pat- >' 
tern of human land use, which began 

\
' 

about 35,000 years ago. People visited 
these valleys specifically to capture Ben-

;::= [:�;:�I�::s:,:::,�r:E�:,:: fr 
least three of the sites. for the following 
20,000 years, right through the height of 
the last Ice Age, people made regular vis-

( its to these valleys to capture Bennett's 
Wallabies, which were a dependable 
resource. It seems at least improbable, 
both in the north and south of the conti
nent, that arid and semi-arid zones, 
which require specialised local know
ledge, high mobility and small group sizes 
to survive, were occupied tens of thou
sands of years before more food-produc
tive regions. 

Viewed in the wider world context,

Australian sites considerably older than

45,000 years challenge consensus views

that anatomically and behaviourally mod
ern humans moved out of Africa into 

South-west Asia 45,000-50,000 years ago 

then into Europe, Siberia, South-east

Asia and Australia by 40,000-45,000 

years ago. T he presently oldest known

date for modern humans from South-ea5t

Asia is about 43,000 years and, despite

some special pleading, a large amount of

exploration in China has produced no 
conclusive older evidence of behavioural-
ly modern humans there. Supporting data 
for this 'Out-of-Africa' model include

genetic indications of world population

increase at this time; along with the firSC

appearance of modern human skelecons

outside Africa (leaving aside Mungo 3)
and the disappearance of earlier hominids 
such as Neanderthals; changes in stone

and other technologies in the eastern
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bemjsphere; and the appearance of art, 
personal decoration and formal burial. 
Global expansion as a_ single event is the 
simplest explanation of the evidence. 

Having modern humans in Australia 
before about 45,000 years ago requires 

significant adjustments to world prehisto
ry, and at least two dispersals out of 
South-west Asia, with no other evidence 
for the first of these than the claimed Aus
tralian dates beyond 50,000 years. If such 
a ruspersaJ occurred, evidence of it should 

also appear in Asia. 
Just as these few extreme claims for 

antiquity are not supported by the wider 
body of evidence, so too do the claims for 
the relevant Mungo soil unit being 
59,000-63,000 years old conflict with 
the much wider body of knowledge that 
comprises the geomorphological histor y 
of western New South Wales, itself based 

on hundreds of dates. This is the basis for 
Bowler's scepticism. In his view the soil 

unit containing the body did not exist 

before about 47,000 years ago. Bowler 
himself believes that Mungo 3 may be 

about 42,000 years old and that older 

artefacts exist in the Mungo sands. How

ever, the stratigraphic integrity of these 
few pieces is far from established. 

Nick Hordern, in his newspaper article, 
compared watching the development of 
Australian archaeology to watching a trial. 

Just as you begin to decide what the out-

NATURE AUSTRALIA SPRING 2000 

come will be, new evidence changes the 
case. Mungo 3 is the latest example of 
such new evidence, which, as l write, is 
under review by peers who question the 
dating techniques employed and thus the 
ages claimed for the burial. Increasingly, 
because we now know so much about 
early human history, it grows more diffi
cult to alter what we know on the basis of 
data from one or two sites. New results 
cannot be rejected or ignored, but neither 
can they be uncr itically embraced. To 

accept modern humans in Australia at 
60,000-70,000 years ago will require a 
fundamental restructure of what we know 

of early human history worldwide. Of 
course, that continual possibility is what 
makes archaeology interesting. 
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reviews 

Wizards olOZ 
. 1999 243pp., $'19.95rrp.

B' Peter Spinks. Allen & Unw111, NSW, , 
. . . ) 

b · d · of Australian sCJentists to more lucrative contracts and oo OFTEN of the ra111- rall1 
.fi. W

E READ ALL T 
H tl ·s book is in no small way an upli tmg one . lt renews c. d d . . ·eh overseas. ence 11 better-1un e ieseai 

. 1 d 
. ·esearch activities of its often under-resourced sCJentists. c.d · A stralia and 111 t 1e ynamic 1 one's conLt ence 111 u < < 

1 . A book like this cannot be expected to be comprehensive I ·s of course se ect1ve. . 'T ,e coverage 1 , . ' .61 't . to achieve. The book consists of broad-topic chapters, each . I ,,ean and imposs1 e as I is ' 
. whatever t ,at may 1 

1.k iews of research projects and researchers. It remmded me . h .· f hort almost newspaper- I e rev . . . 
wit a series O s 

. 
' ,, f . "Quantum" in print. These are b1te-s1zed chunks of science, , f . "Mov1etone News o sCience, a o a wntten 

1 d. d S me readers may find this style a little dry and certainly anyone kl consumed and eas1 y igeste . o 
bi h . 

quic Y . , / S h J Gould will be disappoJ11ted. The 61 10grap y 1s very short. 1 expect1110- a senes of essays, a a tep en . , 
f h . . . d 

,; 
I 

. . 

, 0 

I'k d fi ller reference to the sCientific publications o t e scientists ment1one . lt ma be 111 the mrnonty on this, but I would have I e a u 
. . 

y 
urce in ]ink111g popular and sCientific literatures. would then have been a umque reso . . h h book I would like to thmk, but almost certainly will be wrong, All ll ·r oached for what it is this is a wo1 t y enoug . 

h 
111 a ' 1 appr 

. '. ' d I d . f J11dustr will read it. The rest of us can give thanks for t e achievements of that more than a spr111kle of poht1c1ans an ea ers o Y 
h · b f1 spotlit in this book ... and hope that most of them stay 111 Australia. t e sc1ent1sts ne Y 

-GAR.Y MORGA
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

Feral Future 
By Tim Low Pengui11 Books, Vic., 1999, 380pp. $24.95rrp. 

N THE COMING MILLENNIA, WHEN SAPIENT BEINGS wish to understand how the 3.6-billion-year-old
I natural world first began to be destroyed by humans, Feral future will be a key document. This is because
it describes one of the main processes in that destruction-the human translocation of organisms from 
places where they occur naturally to other places, with the inevitable deleterious impact on the species 
amongst which they are placed. The author, a skilled scientist and science writer well known to the readers
of this magazine, provides many accounts of the critical early stages of these translocations and details both
the active and passive decisions that not only permfrted, but in many cases actively  promoted, the process.
And in the course of his work, he fingers some of the more unlikely aiders and a betters: animal keepers,
biological controllers, botanic gardens, game stockists, government agencies and their scientists, andhorticulturalists. And the attitudes providing underlying support for this practice continue to occur in themost surprising places. For example, l recently heard a senior New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife officer speak admiringly about an enormous Emu farm in the central west of the State that was stocked in part with Emus fromWestern Australia and consisted of enormous paddocks planted with a vigorous species of African grass, the seeds of which were supplied by the CSIRO. W hen asked about the genetic implications of Western Australian Emus escaping and breeding with local Emus, and the possibility of yet another vigorous exotic grass being unleashed on Australia, he gave me a look of contempt tinged with pity. Small wonder the natural world is being done like a dinner.

The Kangaroo Betraved: World's Largest Wildlife Slaughter
Ed. by Maryland Wilson. Hill of Content Publishing, Vic., ·1999, 78pp. $19.95rrp. 

-ALLEN GREER
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

T
HIS BOOK IS EDITED BY MARYLAND WILSON

'. 
President of the Australian Wildlife Protection Council. [tcomprises 40 short contnbut1ons from vanous authors opposed 111 some way, shape or form to the commercial killing of kangaroos. A range of perspectives is offered on this emotive issue. Several authors 

argue that there is no need to manage kangaroo populations at all because numbers have not increased andbecause kangaroos do not compete with stock or contribute to land degradation. Some oppose philosophically the consumptive exploitation of any wildlife species. O thers believe that the kangarooharvesting industry is cruel, corrupt, self-serving, undervalues the resource, defiles our national emblem and is non-sustainable in its current form. David Croft offers ecotourism as an alternative to consumptive use of
. , wildlife using southern Africa as a model. Des Cooper provides a timely cr itique of the nrnch-rout_ed potenti_al panacea' of wildlife population-control options-immunocontraception. Although this book is peppered withsuppoSition and personal opinion, it also contains useful facts and does raise some issues of concern. Perhaps the most important isthe long-term impact of the selective removal of the largest animals from harvested kangaroo populations.

16 

-GLENN EDWARDS
PAR.KS & WILI LIFE C0MMIS ION OF THE NT 
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The Families of 
F lowering Plants 

, 
._

.,. 
of Australia

The Families of Flowering Plants of Australia: An Interactive Identification GuideCD-ROM ed_ by KK Thiele and LG Adams. CSIRO Publishini, Vic, 1999. $69.95rrp. 

A
USTl"lALIA LEADS THE WOl"lLD in interactive computer keys to identifying native plants and
animals. This 1s the th1rd 111 a bota111cal series (the first two deal ·th A 1· · l ' "'"-� • ,In ""''"""" 

' .. ,
,�-. hkn1irK·;11io11 

�\(��,,�, ·-' 

"""" 

� ')\ . ?' 
L •. - '"""'''' 

�"" 

]_ (, \d.,11,,(,�hl ..-4ir<

. . c . . 
· · , w1 ustra 1an tropJCa 1a111to1 est trees and the eucalypts of south-eastern Australia)· othe · h · 1· . . , rs are 111 t e pipe me. 

. 
This

. 
computer pack age 1s of the same high standard as the other two. The installation 111struct1ons are easy to follow and the process is remarkably quick o 

· 
ll d h · . nee msta e , t e program 1s very easy to manoeuvre through. I recommend all first-time users bot!, p 0c · I b · d. . , r Less1ona ota111sts an dedicated _

naturalists, to read the general information. It gives definitions of the terms used in the key. Th1
_
s 1s important as some of the terms are given a broad definition for simplicity's sake and it

will avoid errors when codmg your unkno_wn specimen. Overall, the terminology has been kept
to a bear 1ru111mum, catermg for people without an extensive botanical background. Most of the
characters are illustrated with thumbnail sketches and, for those characters that regularly cause
confusion (for example rotate versus funnel versus bell-shaped corollas), both a sk etch and brief
note defining the character are presented. 

All of the families have photos of flowers and fruits showing a selection of the diversity present in each family. There are also 
thumbnail descriptions highlighting main diagnostic features, along with a full family description, the list of genera recognised for 

that family, and in which volume of the Flora of Australia that family will or has appeared in. 
This computer-interactive key is a must for aJJ people interested in the Australian flora and wilJ be an excellent tool for teaching 

students or people hoping to become familiar with our flora. 
-PETER. JOBSON

NATIONAL HERBARIUM OF NSW 
The Invisible Universe 
By David Malin. Penguin Books, Vic., 1999, 132pp. $75.00rrp. 

F
OR. DECADES, ASTRONOMER. DAVID MALIN has made his wonderful astronomical
photographs available to the rest of us. The i1111isible universe is the latest of Malin's celestial

offerings. This is a big book about big ideas: a collection of superbly reproduced 
photographs-each measuring a whopping 40 x 30 centimetres-accompanied by a brief 
description of the object displayed. As much as this is a visual book, MaJin has blended text, 
both scientific and poetic, so that the emotional response evinced by the photographs is 
reflected in the readings. The historical context of our understanding of each object is also 
described. This is not a rehashed collection of Malin's images. Some will be familiar, but all 
of the photographs in this book are either new, or are reproduced as never before (in terms of 
size and fidelity). One of the best examples is the Great Nebula in Orion, displayed in such 
fabulous contrast you tend to become lost in the image. You might wonder how it could get 
better ... until you turn the page. There is another image of the same object, this time 

closer in. And so it is throughout the book: splendid images, one following the next, each 
trying to outperform the other. 

Why the "invisible" universe? Simply because, due to the insensitivity of the human eye, 
the largest, most spectacular objects in space will never be seen by most of us, and none of us would ever see them in colour. Malin 
shows us a universe that is immense, intricate and colourful. Thanks to his efforts this 'invisible universe' is visible at last. 

-GEOFF MCNAMAR.A

The Crucible of Creation: The Burgess Shale and the Rise of Animals 
By Simon Conway Morris. Oxford University Press, Vic., 1999.. 242pp. $29.95rrp. 

T
HE BURGESS SHALE IS FAMILIAR to armchair natural historians (and

. 
not just a_ 

handful of boffins)

because of Stephen Jay Gould's 1989 book Wondeiful life. In The cnwble ef �rea/lon, Conway Morns

argues that research on the Cambrian menagerie over the past ten _y
ears requires that w: disca_rd the

earlier author's ideas about the place of the Burgess Shale in evolution. Conway Morns criticism
_ 
of

Gould is relentless and leaves the reader feeling slightly grubby after a while. Chapters 111 which

Conway Morris de�ls with his own field of expertise- ambrian animals and their ecology�make for 

an engrossing read. The author's attempts to marry recent work on developmental genetics and the

origin of body plans are courageous, if not entirely compelling (for exa�1ple � _scenano by which

brachiopods evolved their shells fa Us short of the mark). A supposedly damn111g critique of
_
the clad1st1c

approach to reconstructing evolutionary trees founders because Conway Morns reveals a lnrnte_d grasp
of the subject. The book rankles when Conway Morris lapses into dreary moralising and opines on such matters as architecture
and society's post-Saussurean malaise. He's much better when he sticks to ancient 'penis worms'· 

-GREG EDGECOMBE
AUSTl<.ALIAN MUSEUM
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FJELD GUll)E TO 
Australian 

WILD FLOWERS

Over ]000 Common A11s1ra/ian Wildjlott1e1> 

De11iseGu:ig 

Field Guide to Australian Wildflowers

By Q('llise Cre(e. Ne111 J-Iolla11d, NSW, I 999, 442pp. 39.95np.

f 

Pl'l"tS()NALLY I l'l"tEFEl"t REGIONAL l'IELI) GUll)ES to guides that cover the whole- , . count 
as their coverao-e is never extens ive enough. However, I have to concede that a c ry
< • 

o . . . 
, s tar as 

wide-ranging field guides_ go, this has a _ numbe1 of commendable features. 1'he
l·ntroduction is one of the nicest features of this guide 11 1 that 1t presents a clear but e . . asv-to-
understand introduction to taxonomic_ terminology _and general botany. The section 011
Australian vegetation 1s very 111for111at1ve,_ although 111 the map I would have coloured-
coded the wheat belts of Western Australia as a mosaic of heathland and woodland h rat er
than just woodland. 

The family headings and species descriptions are very informative and overall the little
line drawiiio-s in the maro-in are useful. The photos, which are the crux of this book r < o . o . . . . , ange 
from excellent, presentmg all d1agnost1c features, to downr ight useless, as is the case in a
number of the Eucalyp/ 11s shots where only flowering branches are shown. There are also
surprisingly few misidentified photos, consider ing the range of families covered in the
book. 

This book has a strong bias towards the south-west corner of Western Australia an d
temperate south-eastern Australia. The back cover claims to cover the tropical north, but

there are less than ten species represented from this area, and a number of the more spectacular species, such as Melaleuca

/e11cade11dra, Ba11hi11ia c111111i11gha111ii, E11calypt 11s 111i11iata and Ada11s011ia J;regorii (13oab), are missing. Tasmania is also poorly represented·
othofa<q11s g111111ii, Richea pa11da11!folia and Belle11de11a 111011tana are noticeably absent. 

The further reading section is very extensive, except a couple of key references covering the Top End are missing. The glossary 
covers all the botanical terms used in the text, and is concise and informative. Unfortunately, some of the diagrams in the glossary 
are misleading or inaccurate, particularly those illustrating superior and inferior ovaries, and the compound umbel. 

This book has a lot of potential, especially for tourists travelling around the country who have limited space. 1 hope the second 
edition has an expanded tropical plant section, making this a desirable throw-in-the-car field guide for long-distance travellers. 

-PETER JOBSO
NATIONAL HEIU3AR.IUM OF SW
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s 0 C I E T y P A G E 
C,ct involved! Across Australia _

there is a network of active societies, large and small, local and national which exi fi I I . 
hold dear. \X/herhcr your special Interest IS conservation, birds, science national parks b I lk. 

' 
... 

'
1 

st to Urt ,er ne cause of the subject that you • ' · ·, us iwa 111g or a pa, r,cu ar group of annnal,, there's a society for you. 

ANIMAl WElfARE

Australian Wildlife

Protection Council

247 Flinder Lane 
Melbourne, Vic. 3000
Ph: (03) 9650 8326 or (03)
5978 8570 a.h. 
Web: ww,.v.geocities.com/awpc 
Contact: Maryland W ilson 
••• 

Membership fee: $20 

Fauna Rescue of South 

Australia Inc. 
PO Box 241 
Modbury North, SA 5092 
Ph: (08) 8264 4958 
Web: www.frosa.org 
Contact: Mrs Sheila Burbidge 
•• 

Membership fee: $20 single, 
$30 famjly, $10 student/ 
pensioner, · 20 family 
concession, $50 organisation 

BIRDS 
Birds Queensland 
PO Box 6097 
t Lucia, Qld 4067 

Ph: (07) 3870 8076 
Contact: Dawn Muir 
•••• 

Membership fee: 35 city, $30 
country, $20 student, add $5 
for family 

Hunter Bird Observers 
Club 
PO Box 24 
New Lambton, NSW 2305 
Pb: (02) 4951 3872 
Web: 
http://users.hunterlink.net.au/h 
boc/home.htm 
Contact: Tom Clarke 
•• •

CONSERVATION 
Australasian Wildlife
Management Society
Threatened Species Unit
Sydney Zone 
NSW National Parks &
Wildlife Service PO 13ox
1967 
Hurstville, NSW 2220
Ph: (02) 95856827
Web: www.awms.org

ARE YOU A CLUB SECRETARY?
Nature Australia's
Associate Society Scheme
is designed to help your club
or society with free publicity,
funds and member benefits.
Call Robbie Muller on (02)
9320 6119 for more details.

ontact: Dr Debbie 
Ashworth 

Me111bership fee: 
AU $30/NZ$33 ordinary, 
$60/$66 institution, $15/$16 
concession 

National Parks 
Association of Qld Inc. 
PO Box 1040 
Milton Centre, Qld 4064 
Ph: (07) 3367 0878 
Web: www.npaq.org.au 
Contact: Leon Misfeld 
•••• 

Me111bership fee: $40 single, 
$60 household 

EARTH SCIENCES 
Australian Field Geology 
Club 
16 Arbutus St 
Mos111an, NSW 2088 
Ph: (02) 9969 2135 
Contact: Doug Raupach 
•••

Membership fee: $20 

EDUCATION 
CSIRO's Double Helix 
Science Club 
PO Box 225 
Dickson, ACT 2602 
Ph: (02) 6276 6643 
Web: www.csiro.au/helix 
Contact: Lynn Pulford 

Membership fee: $26.25 

Marine Education Society 
of Australasia 
PO Box 461 
East Bentleigh, Vic. 3165 
Ph: (03) 9503 9823 
Contact: Jody Plecas 
•••••

Membership fee: $30 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
Greening Australia/Earth 
Keepers 
Natural Resource Centre 
5 Fitzgerald Rd 
Pasadena, SA 5042 
Ph: (08) 8372 0120 
Contact: Sheryn Pitman 
•• •

Membership fee: $"10 to $25 

Nature and Society Forum 
Inc. 
PO 13ox 11 
Canberra, ACT 2601 
Ph: (02) 6288 0760 
Web: 
www. na tsoc.a ust. co 111 /-na tsoc 
Contact: John Schooncvcldt 
•• ••

NATURE AUSTRALIA Sl'IUNC 2000 

Membership fee: $25 single, 
$40 group, $12 concession 

WIRES 
PO Box 260 
Forestville, NSW 2087 
Ph: (02) 8977 3333 
Web: 
www.wires.webcentral.com.au 
Contact: heridan Tho111as 
•• ••

Membership fee: $30 

FROGS 
Queensland Frog Society 
PO Box 7017 
East Brisbane, Qld 4169 
Ph: (07) 3366 1806 
Web: www.gldfrogs.asn.au 
Contact: Jenny Hold way 
••••••

Mem.bership fee: $10 adult, 
$15 family, 7.50 UJS, $5 
UlO 

INSECTS 
Entomological Society of 
Victoria 
56 Looker Rd 
Montmorency, Vic. 3094 
Ph: (03) 9435 4781 
Web: 
www.vicnet.net.au/-vicento/ 
Contact: Ian Endersby 
•• 

Membership fee: $20 single, 
$12 students 

Society for Insect Studies 
Search & Discover, Australian 
Museum 
6 College St 
Sydney, NSW 2010 
Ph: (02) 9523 7933 
Contact: Graham Owen 
•••

Membership fee: $"15 p.a . 

MICROSCOPY 
The Postal Microscopical 

Club 
PO Box Al017 

ydney outh PO, N W 
1235 
Web: 
www.pnc.eom.au/-dingley 
Contact: Michael Dingley 
• 

Membership fee: $20-$40

MUSEUM 
Queensland Museum

Association Inc. 
13ox 3300 
South Brisbane, Qld 410 I
Ph: (07) 3840 7632 
Contact: Carol Middleton 
• • 

Membership fee: $20 single, 

$40 family, $15 concession, 
$20 country 

TAMS-The Australian
Museum Society 
6 College St 
Sydney, NSW 2000 
Ph: (02) 9320 6225 
Web: 
www.austmus.gov.au/tams/ 
Contact: Michelle Ball 

•• ••••

Membership fee: $55 single, 
$75 household, $40 student 

The Waterhouse Club 
SA Museum 
North Tee 
Adelaide, SA 5000 
Ph: (08) 8207 7389 
Web: 
www.waterhouseclub.org.au/ 
whc 
Contact: Mary Lou Simpson 
••••• 

Membership fee: $60 single, 
$80 family 

NATURAL HISTORY 

Field Naturalists' 
Association of Canberra 
GPO Box 249 
Canberra, ACT 2601 
Ph: (02) 6258 4724 
Contact: Rosemary Blenungs 
•• 

Membership fee: $20 

Field Naturalists' Club of 
Victoria 
Locked Bag 3 
Blackburn, Vic. 3130 
Ph: (03) 9877 9860 
Web: http://calcite.apana.org. 
au/focv 
Contact: Felicity Garde 
• •••

Membership fee: $42 

Linnean Society of NSW 

PO Box 137 
Matraville, N W 2036 
Ph: (02) 931 I 2587 
Contact: Claudia G. Ford 
•• 

Membership fee: $53 

Newsletter/Journal; • Monthly 

meeting; • Bi-monthly meeting; 

Annual meeting/Conference; 

• Weekly meeting;• Quarterly 

meeting;• Field outings/Tours; 

• Conservation/Working programs; 

• Discounted Goods; Magazine; 

Social/Education activities; 

• Nature Australia magazine; 

• Seminars 
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OUTBACK QUEENSLAND 

Strike out from Winton and discover 

Outback Queensland's best kept secrets ... 

• Lark Quarry Dinosaur Prints 

• The geological wonders of the 

Merton Escarpment 

DIAMANTINA 

OUTBACK TOURS 

• Fully guided day tours 
• Field guidance for charter groups 

• Tag-a-long tours 

Local knowledge, exclusive access to 

protected areas, along with comprehensive 

field interpretation ensures thorough 

understanding of this region's 

natural environment. 

PO Box 3 3 S Winton, 

Outback Queensland, 473S 

Freecall: 1800 62S 828 

Fax: (07) 46S 71722 

Natural History 
Tours 

Relaxed group travel 
with expert leaders 

� 

our current program includes: 

KANGAROO ISLAND, S.A. 
With local guides and botanists 

Jane and Malcolm Calder 
15 - 21 October 2000 

THE COLORADO PLATEAU, U.S.A 
Unique 3-week study tour 

Departs Australia 27 Oct 2000 

FLINDERS ISLAND, TAS. 
Late November 

THE AUSTRALIAN ALPS IN SUMMER 
January 2001 

ISLANDS OF BASS STRAIT 
Low-key cruise For the seaworthy 

February/March 2001 

-0,. 

For more detal/s or a copy oF 
our Tour Calendar 

phone fOSJ 9670 6988 
Fax (OS} 9670 61B5 

or write to: 

• 

BRONZ DISCOVERY TOURS 
P.O. BOX83 
WEST COLLINS STREET 
MELBOURNE VIC. 8007 
Travel agent licence no. 32134 

HEADLAND LOOKOUT CODAGE:
NORTH COAST NSW 

UNWIND IN BROADWATER 

NATIONAL PARK, ONE OF THE 

OLDEST AND BEST-PRESERVED 

COASTAL HEATH AND GIANT SAND 

DUNE HABITATS IN NSW. 

THE COTTAGE, SITUATED INSIDE 

THE PARK, IS COMFORTABLE, 

SELF-CONTAINED AND PRIVATE. 

• RELAX ON THE VERANDAHS AND 

ENJOY THE PANORAMIC VIEWS OF 

THE OCEAN & HEATH MOSAIC 

• WALK TO BROADWATER BEACH 

AND SAL TY LAGOON 

• ABUNDANT NATIVE FLORA 

AND FAUNA 

FOR MORE DETAILS 

PLEASE CONTACT 

AH (02) 6643 4144 

MOB: (041 8) 498 400 

FAX: (02) 6643 4920 

PO BOX 1650 

GRAFTON NSW 2460 

I WANT TO INVt�T WITH CONrlDtNC[ 

AUSTRALIAN 

ethical 
Agribusiness vs 

TRUSTS reafforestation. 

Mining vs 
recycling. 

Exploitation vs 
sustainability. 

Greenhouse gases vs 
solar energy. 

Armaments vs 
community enterprise. 

Investors 
can choose 

Through the AE Trusts you 
can invest your savings 
and superannuation in 
over 80 different 
enterprises, each expertly 
selected for its unique 
combination of earnings, 
environmental 
sustainability and social 
responsibility, and earn a 

competitive financial 
return. For full details 

make a free call to 

1800 021 227 

lnwsrmenis in 1he Aus1rnlim1 E1hirnl Tn111, ,,., 011ly"' n100t 

rl�ouih rh, curmu prosp«·rus reiistl'ftd wuh rl,e AmrraJ,rui 

S,runries mul lm•,stn1ttlls ConunLt1Wn ruul m,nW,lr fronr 

AUSTRALIAN ETHICALINVESTMENTlT D 

Canberra Bi.,in,ss C,nrr, Brru!fi,ld Sr. Downer ACT2602 · 
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BOOKS 
od� 

NATURE 
On-line bookshop 

booksofnatu re. corn 

Mailorder 

P.O. Box 345 

Lindfield NSW 2070 

Australia 

From the bookshop: 

Compendium of Seashells 

Abbott & Dance 1998 

Over 4,200 worldwide seashells 

illustrated in colour 

Seashells of South-East 

Australia 

Patty Jansen 2000 

All shallow water species covered 

and illustrated in colour 

Reptiles and Amphibians of 

Australia 

H. Cogger 2000 rev. edn. 

All known species illustrated and 

described 

What orchid is that? 

A. Pridgeon 1994
A standard work for orchid lovers 

Crustacea - a guide of the world 

H. Debelius 2000

Includes only the very best pho

tographs of worldwide crabs, lob
sters and shrimps 

Australian Marine Life 
G. Edgar 2000 rev. edn.

From seaweeds to whales, this 
book has it all 

Closeups in nature 

John Shaw 1987 

The single most referred-to book in 
amateur nature photography 

Kingfishers and Kookaburras 
D . Hollands 1999 

Incredible photographs of all Aus

tralian species 

Field guide to Australian 
wildflowers 

Denise Greig 1999 
1000+ common species covered 

Have vou ever felt like vou 

need to lle in touch with 

nature or ;ust to 

breathe in that fresh air:' 

C�1a� 

Walk your way through beautiful landscapes 
that make it worth the effort to 

discover a new species. 

Track through gorges to search for Koalas 

on science research projects. 

Find the elusive rock wallaby for the 

first time in decades in its rocky dens 

in remote and rugged bushland. 

If this sounds like something 

you would like to do? 

Call Mirek or Stephen for 

upcoming events and expeditions. 

We also specialise in assisting 

Community Groups with Ecological & 

Biodiversity Surveys. 

PO Box 138, Macarthur Square, 

NSW 2560 Australia 

Phone: 02 4621 3986 

Fax: 02 4628 5799 

Email: ws@wildscenes.com.au 

wildscenes.com.au 

BIRDWATCHING & 

WILDIJFE TOURS 

Broome & the Kimberley 

Informative tours with an experienced and 
knowledgeable guide - George Swann 

who knows this region. its birds and 
\\ ildlife. 

Kimberley Coast Wildlife Expedition 
The ultimate luxur y wildlife trip visiting 

one of the worlds most rugged. isolated and 
exciting coastlines. Aboard a luxur y 

cruiser North Star Charters - Wyndham to 
Broome - Sept 200 I 

PLUS MORE EXCITING TOURS 

Experience 1he spec/acular .\/ilche/1 P/a1eau. 
Bungles. Bacl1S1en Ck. Gibb River Rd. Kakad11. 

Ka1herine by 4WD safari. air. sea. 
Available for Guiding and Priva1e Char1ers 

C on1ac1 us for de/ails on all our 2000 1ours 

W,ldlifi• & Nar11ral H1swry foun 

GEORGE SW ANN 
PO Box220 

Broome W.A. 

6725 
Phf

f

el: 08 9192 1246 

Email:kimbird@tpg. 
corn.au 

DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE TO READERS OF NATURE AUSTRALIA 

Wait-A-While Environmental Tours 

Ph: (07) 4033-1153 Fax: (07) 4033-5999 

Email: info@waitawhile.com 

Web: www.waitawhile.com 

PO Box 6647, Cairns 4870 

(I') > 

()�1;

�u 
TOURISM 

• 
NORTH WEST 

SAFARIS 

Small group camping tours to: 

Kimberley including: 

Purnululu National Park 

Karlamilyi National Park 
(Rudall River) 

Western Deserts - Canning 
Stock Route 

All tours led by partners 
Peter and Janet. 

Please call or write for details. 

WRITE TO NORTH WEST SAFARIS 
P.O. BOX 2138, 

TEMPLESTOWE HEIGHTS, VIC. 3107 

Phone(o3)9852 3398 
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q&a 

Elephant fish 

Q
. Tl,is 111111s11al object (botto111) was
• fo1111d 011 tl,e sl,oreli11e i11 Port

Pl,i/1,p Bay, Victoria. Is it a sl,ark eg_e. casing? 
-MAR.GOT CrtADDOCK 

MONTR.OSE, VIC. 

A 
The image shows an egg case of

: the Elephant Fish (Callorl,i11c/1us
111ili1). This strange-looking fish grows to
1.2 metres and has a hoe-shaped structure
on the snout.

82 

The Elephant Fish lives to depths of at 
least 200 metres on the continental shelf
of southern Australia and New Zealand,
where it is caught commercially. In
spring, females migrate into coastal bays
and estuar ies to lay their eggs in sand and
muddy substrates. The distinctively
shaped egg cases are sometimes found
washed up on the shore after storms.
They are up to 25 centimetres long, ten
centimetres wide, and take up to eight
months to hatch.

-MAR .. K McGrtOUTHER .. 

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM 

Crook Cockatoos 

Q
. S11/p/11-1r-crested Cockatoos are
• common visitors to our bird feeder.

Norrnally they present their usual irnrnaculate 
appearance. Recently however there /,ave been 
a co11ple that are anything but irnmaculate. 
They ha11e practically no feathers left on their 
l,eads; one has no yellow crest feathers left, 
the other only one or two. Each bird has a 
considerably enla,gerl mandible, in one case 
the upper and in the other the lowe1'. This 

111akes it rl!fliwll for either bird lo pick "P seed
and tl1ey 11or111ally do so by laying their beak
flat. Both birds look lo be on their last leg,s
Ca11 yo11 tell ll'le the reason for these bird� 
beinR in s11c/1 a 111iserable-looking condition? 

-KEVIN M. CLARKE 
EDEN PARK, V ic. 

A. The appearance of the cockatoos 
• suggests that they are sufTerin 

from Psittacinc Beak and Feather Diseas: 
This is a viral infection that attacks feath
ers, beaks and claws, causing abnormal
growth and deformation. It occurs both
in captive and free-flying birds, and can 
be common in flocks of Sulphur-crested 
Cockatoos. There is considerable varia
tion in the severity of the symptoms .
Some birds, such as those you have
observed, manage to maintain good
health despite their rather ragged look,
while others show different levels of ill
ness. In the acute form, this disease caus
es death. At present, there is neither a
vaccine nor effective drug to treat it.

Mulga Nests 

-WALTER. E. BOLES 

AUSTRALIA MUSEUM 

Q . Can you identify the builder ef this
• nest or b111To111 (abo11e right) for 111e?

vile Jound this a11rl a n11//lber of sill'lilar 011es at 
the j1111ctio11 of L11ritja Road (to Ki11gs 
Ca11yo11) a11rl Lassiter HiJth111ay (to ,lyres 
Rock), i11 the Northern Territory 011 our rece/1[ 
holiday. It 111as raised about 15 ce11ti111e1res 
above the gro1111rl and see/Iler/ to be lmgely 
constmcterl of very 11a1w111 flat gre11illea /eai1es. 
The one 111e photographer/ /,ad 011/y 011e 
entrance but 111y children i1ifon11 111e that t/1ey 
sa111 one //lit/, 11111/tiple e11tra11ces. Mf did11'I 
notice a11y footprints or seats i11 the 11ici11ity. 

-E. CAMPBELL 

NARl"!..ANDER.A, NSW 

A. These nests are made by mulga
• ants (Polyrhachis spp.) and the nar

row flat 'grevillea' leaves you mention 
were most probably Mulga (Acacia a11e11ra)
leaves. Steven Morton (CSIR.0) discov
ered that the red desert sand doesn't
absorb water very well and the raised
fence of leaves supports the sand, prevent
ing it from collapsing and blowing away.
The combination therefore makes an
effective flood control in vvet weather by

(Above left] The unusual-looking Elephant Fish is 

caught commercially off southern Australia. 

(Below left) The egg case of an Elephant Fish that 

washed up in Victoria. 
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This unusual nest is the work of mulga ants. 

creating a waterproof barrier around the 

nest entrance. You wouldn't have seen the 

actual ants unless you went back at night 

as they are nocturnal. Morton and a few 

other scientists studying the ants around 

Alice Springs noted there are two similar 

species in the area. One builds a nest with 

a single entrance and the other species 

builds a nest with several entrances. So 

between you and your children you've 

seen them both' 

Pie Teaser 

-MARTYN ROBINSON 

AUSTR.ALIAN MUSEUM 

Do you recognise this? If you 

think you know what it is, then 

send your answer to Pie Teaser, 

Nature Australia Magazine. 

Please don't forget to include 

your name and address. T he 

first correct entry will win a 

copy of Tree kangaroos by Tim 

Flannery. Winter's Pie Teaser 

was a regurgitated pellet from 

a Pied Currawong containing 

seeds. 

NATURE AUSTRALIA Sl'IUNG 2000 

Answers to Quiz in 

Nature Strips (page 19) 

1. Sir Gustav ossal

2. Genetically modified organisms

3. Tasmania

4. Red Kangaroo

5. Myan.rnar

6. Males have a patch of black chest

feathers.

1. Heard or McDonald Island

8. Amber

9. T,,110 

10. Tyria11 Purple

AUSTRAUAN 

NATURE CARDS 

bringing you 

face-to-face with nature. 

We have a wide range of 
greeting cards and postcards 

featuring Australian 

mammals, birds, reptiles, 
frogs, scenery and wildflowers. 

• •

� z 
� � 
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For more information contact: 

Wildlife Images 
(02) 9436 0428

or visit our web site at 
www.australiannature.com 
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THE I A'>T W0R.1>

Ecosvstem services

The term 'ecosystem serv,:ces' ,:s becoming popul�r as a way to

describe this biolog,:cal un.de1p,:n.n.ing ef human life. 

N TODAY'S WOR.LD OF PREVIOUSLY

I undreamed of technolo
_
gical capabili

ties, many people thmk the only

essential services are a computer and the

Internet. It comes as a surprise to some

that human wellbeing, economic pros

perity, and even our very existence are

underpinned by essential biological

processes that occur only when suites of 

species interact with one another and 
with the non-living environment in what 
are called 'ecosystems'. The term 'ecosys
tem services' is becoming popular among 
ecologists and ecological economists as a 
way to describe this biological underpin
ning of human life. But continuing igno
rance of the importance of ecosystem ser
vices means they are undervalued or 
ignored in decisions that may have huge 
implications for human welfare. 

Ecosystem services include the purifi
cation of air and water, detoxification and 
decomposition of wastes, regulation of 
climate, regeneration of soil fertility, nat
ural pollination and pest control, and pro
duction and maintenance of biodiversity, 
from which our agricultural, pharmaceu
tical and industrial enterprises are 
derived. The greatest delivery of ecosys
tem services comes from the least 
'human-dominated' ecosystems. But even 
highly akered ecosystems, such as those in 
farmland and even city parks and subur
ban gardens, provide ecosystem services. 
The problem is that we often don't know 
what services we are reducing or even 
losing by our management practices. 

Some ecosystem services can be 
replaced by technological fixes-but at 
great cost . Recently, for example, it was 
estimated that cleaning up New York's 
water supply would cost over ten times 

more using water-filtration plants than by 
repairing the ecosystems in the catch
ment. Maintenance of natural ecosystems 
also protects against damage from floods 
and other extreme weather much more 
cost-effectively than constructing and 
maintaining levy banks or other engi
neering solutions. Other examples are the 
costs of using fertilisers and pesticides to 
supplement or replace natural fertilisation 
and pest-control services; these costs 
could be halved by improved manage
ment of soil micro-organisms. 

For other ecosystem services, it is diffi
cult to imagine technological replace
ments, yet we take the services for grant
ed and even push them to their lirnits. 
Soil itself is produced by interactions 
between species and the non-living envir
onment; if we were silly enough to con
sider technological alternatives, they are 
estimated to cost nullions of dollars per 
hectare. Sinularly, we would be crazy to 
contemplate pollinating crops and native 
vegetation by hand or machine over large 
areas, yet we steadily destroy the habitat of 
insects, birds and mammals that provide 
pollination services for 'free'. Breaking 
down the waste products of people in 
European cities requires a combined area 
of ocean, wetlands, forests and farmland 
equal to about 300 suburban house blocks 
per person per year; imagine the treat
ment plants that we'd require if we lost 
our ecosystems! 

There have been some controversial 
recent attempts to estimate the economic 
value of ecosystems. In 1997 Robert 
Costanza (University of Maryland) and 
others estimated the world's ecosystems to 
be worth US$16-54 trillion per year , 
while Roger Jones and Barrie Pittock 

BY STEVEN CORK 
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-

(CSIRO) estimated Australia's terre . Stria! 
and manne ecosystems to be w . . Orth
US$529-1 ,258 billion per year. Althou h
attaching monetary values does at 1 g east
bring home the message of how in . 1por- -

( tant e_cosystem services are, it has lirnited
meanmg because we are unlikely to w , ant 
to sell the world s ecosystems o r e ven
replace large proportions of them. Th 
big issue that ecologists and economis

e

are grappling with is how to estimate th:
long-term, large-scale effects on ecos ys-
tem services from the relatively small daily
changes in ecosystems that occur at a local J
level. 

Ecosystem services are a hot topic in 
Australia at present. CSIRO has begun a 
collaborative project with the Myer 
Foundation, communities, and State and 
Commonwealth governments to provide 
a detailed assessment of ecosystem ser
vices in a selection of Australian ecosys
tems, and to provide the information to 
all people making decisions about the 
environment. But we are certainly not 
alone. Other coalitions are forming 
around tl.c country to assess the benefits 
from better management of natural 
resources. There are even early moves to 
list ecosystem services on the Australian 
stock exchange. Coupled with moves to 
see taxation and other financial incentives 
for conser vation improved, the emerging 
focus on ecosystem services pronuses big 
advances in environmental policy and 
management over the next decade. 

FURTHER READING 

Costanza, R. et al., 1997. T/,e value of the 
world's e cosysten-1 sen1ices a11d 11at1aal capital. 
Nature 387: 253-259. 

Jones, R.N & Pi/tock, A.B., /997. Assess
ing the imp acts of climate c/,a11ge: t/,e c/,a/le11ge 
for ecology Pp. 31 /-322 i11 Frontiers in
ecology: building the links, ed. by 1·
Klomp a11d I. L1111/. Else11ier Scil'11ce: O.efo rd 

Ort STEVEN CORK 1s A SENIOR 
PR.INCIPtL KESEAllCH SCIENTIST AT
CSIRO iw-1LDLIFE AND ECOLOGY, 
CANBERRA. HE IS COOllDINATOR OF A 
NEW INITIATIVE 13ETWEEN CSIR.0 AND 
THE MYER. FOUNDATION AIMED AT 
Pll0VIDING INF0llMATI0N ON ECOSYSTEM

SER.VICES IN AUSTllALIA TO SUPPORT 
DE  ISIONS Al30UT NATURAL-RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT. 

TI m LAS'I WORD IS AN lWINION l'IP.Cli AND J>lW-S Nl1T NEChS>AllllY 

RIWI.ECT TI II.: Vlb\\lS tW l'I u; Aust R/\1 tAN MUSEUM. 
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Flesh-Eating Kangaroos, Tree Climbing Crocodiles, 
400kg Thunder Birds, a huge, carnivorous Giganotosaurus. 110 million yearG 

of never before seen creatures on show at 
Australia's Lost Kingdoms. 

26 August 2000- 29 April 2001 
Families (2 adults, 2 kids) $32, Adults $13, Children (5-15) $7, Concession $8. 

Children & Family price includes free Audioguide. 

Major sponsor 

Proudly sponsored by 
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